Referential Mechanics
Direct Reference and the Foundations of Semantics
Joseph Almog, UCLA

Explores several contrasting approaches to what is known in philosophy of language as “referential mechanics” — the rich structures of events and relations in the real world that underlie referential relations between uses of natural language terms and the entities to which they refer.

This volume is focused on understanding a key idea in modern semantics — direct reference — and its integration into a general semantics for natural language.

Readership: Philosophers and philosophy students, especially those with a focus on philosophy of language.

March 2014

The Reference Book
John Hawthorne, Magdalen College, Oxford, and David Manley, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Original work on a set of intriguing linguistic phenomena
Draws together philosophy and linguistics

John Hawthorne and David Manley present an original treatment of the semantic phenomenon of reference and the cognitive phenomenon of singular thought. They argue against the idea that either is tied to a special relation of causal or epistemic acquaintance, and challenge the alleged semantic rift between definite and indefinite descriptions on the one hand, and names and demonstratives on the other — a division that has been motivated in part by appeals to considerations of acquaintance.

Readership: Scholars and advanced students of philosophy and semantics.
March 2014

McNae’s Essential Law for Journalists & Essential Public Affairs for Journalists Pack
Mark Hanna, University of Sheffield, Mike Dodd, Press Association, and James Morrison, Kingston University

August 2013
BIC: Entertainment & media law, Press & journalism

The Oxford Handbook of Criminology & Criminology Skills Pack
Edited by Mike Maguire, Cardiff University (Emeritus), Rod Morgan, University of Bristol, Robert Reiner, London School of Economics and Political Science, Emily Finch, University of Surrey, and Stefan Fafinski, University of Leeds

August 2013
BIC: Criminology: legal aspects, Law: study & revision guides

Blackstone’s Guide to the Defamation Act
Edited by James Price QC and Felicity McMahon, SRB

Clear explanation of the new provisions in the Defamation Act by a team of experts from SRB
An excellent quick reference tool, logically organized and following the structure of the Act
Thorough yet concise narrative exploring how the law will work in practice
Includes the full text of the Act
The first detailed and practical commentary on the effect of the Defamation Act 2013 combines the full text of the Act with an expert narrative provided by a team of specialists from SRB and presents them in a straightforward layout, enabling ease of use as a reference source.
Readership: Primary: solicitors and barristers specializing in defamation law, reputation management, libel law, or human rights (especially freedom of expression and privacy), whether in private practice or in-house in international, national, and local media organizations.
Secondary: the judiciary and academics specializing in human rights, civil liberties, constitutional law, and media law.
September 2013
BIC: Defamation law (slander & libel), Human rights & civil liberties law
Human Rights and Common Good

Collected Essays Volume III

John Finnis, Oxford University

- Brings together for the first time John Finnis's wide-ranging contributions to political philosophy, developing his account of political community, social justice, and contemporary controversies in political morality.

Human Rights and Common Good collects John Finnis's wide-ranging work on central issues in political philosophy. The subjects explored are the general theory of political community and justice; the nature and role of human rights; economic justice; the justification of punishment; and the public control of euthanasia, abortion, and marriage

Readership: Scholars and students of legal philosophy; moral philosophy; philosophy of law, theology; and religious ethics.

Collected Essays of John Finnis

September 2013


BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Social & political philosophy

Intention and Identity

Collected Essays Volume II

John Finnis, Oxford University

- Collects for the first time John Finnis's work on the nature of personal identity and intentional action, a neglected aspect of his natural law theory.
- Features 4 previously unpublished papers, including essays on the relevance of brain death to the beginning and end of a person's life.

Intention and Identity presents John Finnis's accounts of personal existence, group-identity and common good, and the moral significance of personal intention. Joining conceptual analysis with ethical problems surrounding the beginning and end of life, the papers show the power of a neglected aspect of Finnis's natural law theory.

Readership: Scholars and students of the philosophy of action, moral philosophy, philosophy of law, and theology.

Collected Essays of John Finnis

September 2013


BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Ethics & moral philosophy

The Collected Essays of John Finnis

Volumes I-V

John Finnis, University College, Oxford,

- Provides access to the full range of John Finnis's work across legal, political, and moral philosophy, and theology.
- The essays engage with the central intellectual currents shaping modern ethical and political debates, from the foundational to the practical level.
- Each volume features an original introduction by the author drawing together his work on the area.

The Collected Essays of John Finnis brings together 122 papers. Thematically arranged, the five volumes provide a unique insight into the intellectual currents and political debates that have transformed major areas of public morality and law over the last half century.

Readership: Scholars and students of the philosophy of law, moral and political philosophy, theology, religious ethics, and the modern history of the Catholic Church.

Collected Essays of John Finnis

September 2013


BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Law & society

Philosophy of Law

Collected Essays Volume IV

John Finnis, Oxford University

- Collects John Finnis's seminal work on the philosophy of law, developing and extending the account of law offered in Natural Law and Natural Rights.
- Features seven previously unpublished essays, including an overview of the development and goals of legal philosophy, and analyses of post-modern theories of law.

John Finnis has been a central figure in the development of legal philosophy over the past half-century. This volume of his Collected Essays shows the full range and power of his contributions to core problems in the philosophy of law: the foundations of law's authority; legal reasoning; constitutional theory; and the logic of law-making.

Readerships: Scholars and students of law, especially specialists in legal philosophy; philosophers working on political and moral philosophy, and the philosophy of law; theologians interested in natural law theory.

Collected Essays of John Finnis

September 2013


BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Social & political philosophy

Seduction by Contract

Law, Economics, and Psychology in Consumer Markets

Oren Bar-Gill, New York University School of Law,

- An accessible, rigorous explanation of the inner workings of consumer markets and of the consumer contracts that we all sign.
- Confronts the legal policy challenges raised by seductive contracts, and proposes clear solutions to give consumers better protection and enhance market efficiency.

Seduction by Contract explains how consumer contracts emerge from market forces and consumer psychology. Consumers' predictable mistakes - they are short-sighted, optimistic, and imperfectly rational - compel sellers to compete by hiding the true costs of products in complex, misleading contracts. Only better law can overcome the market's failure.

Readership: Academics and students of consumer economics; policymakers working in consumer protection; lawyers working in contract law; consumer law; and law and economics.

October 2013


Available as an Ebook

BIC: Contract law, Consumer protection law
Blackstone's Youth Court Handbook 2014-2015

Mark Ashford, Anthony Edwards, TV Edwards LLP, and Naomi Redhouse, Sheffield Magistrates’ Court

- Complete, practical guide covering all areas of law connected with the youth justice system
- Highly experienced author team provides unrivalled practical expertise to guide you through this complex area of law
- Pocket-sized format is perfect for constant use at court
- Clear layout and unique system of icons allows you to find the information you need at a glance
- Separate chapter covering issues arising on attaining 18
- Cross-referencing to Blackstone’s Criminal Practice 2014 guides you to in-depth commentary

Since the introduction of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 establishing the youth justice system as a separate jurisdiction, practitioner working in this field of law must negotiate a complex and separate system offering making it seem as if the practitioner has entered a completely new world when dealing with youth cases. Difficult issues faced by the advocate including ensuring the effective participation of young and vulnerable defendants in the criminal process and differences in procedure and sentencing between the youth courts and adult courts can lead the advocate to feel that they have entered another world when dealing with youth cases. Blackstone’s Youth Court Handbook provides an authoritative and practical guide to all of these issues.

Blackstone’s Youth Court Handbook uses a similar layout format to Blackstone’s Magistrates’ Court Handbook with an easy-to-use format, facilitating quick reading and instant decision-making. Diagrams, flowcharts, and a clear system of icons aid comprehension and speedy navigation.

Readership: Primary readership: Solicitors and barristers working in the field of family law. Secondary readership: barristers practising in criminal law who also undertake cases in the youth court. Secondary readership: members of Youth Offending Teams (YOTs).

October 2013
BIC: Employment & labour law, Courts & procedure

MLRC 50-State Survey: Media Privacy and Related Law 2013-14

Media Law Resource Center

- Provides a unique and comprehensive look at Media Privacy Law in all 50 states, the Federal Courts of Appeals, U.S. territories, and Canada
- Prepared by the leading media attorneys and law firms in the U.S.
- Includes the latest, up-to-date developments in privacy and related law

Updated and published annually, Media Privacy and Related Law is an easy-to-use compendium of the law used by journalists, lawyers and judges, and law schools nationwide. Each state’s chapter is prepared by experts in that jurisdiction and is presented in a uniform outline format. Media Privacy and Related Law 2013-14 provides unique and comprehensive information on the law in all 50 states, the Federal Courts of Appeals, U.S. territories, and Canada.

Readership: Journalists, lawyers and judges, and law schools nationwide

Media Privacy and Related Law
(DUP USA)
October 2013
BIC: Entertainment & media law

A New Introduction to American Constitutionalism

Mark A. Graber, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law

- A major work integrating political science, law and history perspectives.
- The first grand treatment of American constitutional politics as opposed to the narrower disciplines of American constitutional law and American constitutional interpretation.
A New Introduction to American Constitutionalism is the first truly interdisciplinary study of the American constitutional regime. Mark A. Graber explores the fundamental elements of the American constitutional order with particular emphasis on how constitutionalism in the United States is a form of politics and not a means of subordinating politics to law.

Readership: Students and scholars of Constitutional Law and Political Science

(DUP USA)
November 2013
BIC: Constitutional & administrative law, Political science & theory

Blackstone’s Guide to the Employment Tribunals Rules 2013 and the Fees Order

John Macmillan, Employment Tribunals

- Clear layout with extensive cross referencing allows easy access and understanding of the new Rules and Fees Order, both of which are reproduced in full in the appendices
- Written by an experienced Employment Judge, who was formerly a Regional Employment Judge, with unique experience of the field and the drafting of the Rules
- Includes extensive stand-alone analysis of the Fees Order as well as commentary on the key provisions interwoven throughout the text
- Logical structure following the same sequence as the Rules aids navigation
- Free ebook version for purchasers of the hard copy

Written by an experienced Employment Judge, this new Blackstone’s Guide is the first work to provide in-depth analysis of the new Employment Tribunal Rules of Procedure. It includes an explanation of how they differ from their predecessors, how they will work in practice, and the new concept of fees for bringing claims.

Readership: Primary: All lawyers (barristers and solicitors) practising employment law and appearing in the Employment Tribunal; Employment judges; HR professionals; CAB advisors; Law Centre advisors; litigants in person (bringing or defending their own tribunal proceedings).
Secondary: academics specialising in employment law.

November 2013
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Employment & labour law, Courts & procedure
LATE ANNOUNCEMENT

Corporate Boards in European Law
A Comparative Analysis
Edited by Paul Davies, University of Oxford, Klaus Hopt, Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, Richard Nowak, Clifford Chance Amsterdam and Radboud University Nijmegen, and Gerard van Solinge, Radboud University Nijmegen

- In depth analysis of the underlying reasons for the convergence and divergence of the national laws and regulation on boards

This book analyses corporate boards; their regulation in law and codes, and their actual operation in ten European countries in a functional and comparative method. Issues addressed include: board structure, composition and functioning, enforcement by liability rules, incentive structures and shareholder activism.

Readership: This book is suitable for students, company lawyers, company practitioners, supervisory agencies and research institutions.

November 2013
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Company law, Company, commercial & competition law

Constitutional Pluralism in the EU
Klemen Jaklic, Harvard University

- The first full-length analysis of the major emerging branch of European constitutional thought
- Provides a framework for understanding the substance of constitutional pluralism, its potential and limitations

This book offers the first overarching examination of constitutional pluralism in the European context. Mapping the leading work to date, it offers a critical assessment of the problems and potential of pluralist theory, arguing that a refined version of constitutional pluralism should be considered the best account of European constitutionalism.

Readership: Scholars and students of European Law, Legal, Constitutional and Political Theory and international justice and democracy.

Oxford Studies in European Law
December 2013
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Constitutional & administrative law, Citizenship & nationality law

Constitutional Courts and Deliberative Democracy
Conrado Mendes, University of São Paulo

- Provides the first sustained analysis of the claim that courts are superior to legislatures as a forum for rational deliberation
- Introduces deliberative theory and its implications for institutional design
- Proposes a new way of understanding the legitimacy of judicial review within the framework of deliberative theory

It is often argued that courts are better suited for impartial deliberation than partisan legislatures, and that this capacity justifies handing them substantial powers of judicial review. This book provides a thorough analysis of those claims, introducing the theory of deliberative capacity and its implications for institutional design.

Readership: This book would suit academics of constitutional law, judicial politics and democratic theory.

Oxford Constitutional Theory
December 2013
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Constitutional & administrative law, Parliamentary & legislative practice

Philosophy of Law
A Very Short Introduction
Second Edition
Raymond Wacks

- A lively and accessible introduction to the social, moral, and cultural foundations of law
- Takes a broad scope spanning philosophy, law, politics, economics, and discusses a wide range of topics including women’s rights, racism, and the environment
- Approaches the great debates and controversies with clarity by avoiding technical language
- Reveals the intriguing and challenging nature of legal philosophy
- Part of the Very Short Introductions series - over six million copies sold worldwide
- Incorporates the highly significant works of Ronald Dworkin, Scott Shapiro, John Finnis, and Neil McCormick
- Includes a new section on legal realism
- Includes new material on historical and anthropological jurisprudence
- Further reading section has been revised and updated

The concept of law lies at the heart of our social and political life. Legal philosophy, or jurisprudence, explores the notion of law and its role in society, illuminating its meaning and its relation to the universal questions of justice, rights, and morality. In this Very Short Introduction Raymond Wacks analyses the nature and purpose of the legal system, and the practice by courts, lawyers, and judges. Wacks reveals the intriguing and challenging nature of legal philosophy with clarity and enthusiasm, providing an enlightening guide to the central questions of legal theory.

In this revised edition Wacks makes a number of updates including new material on legal realism, changes to the approach to the analysis of law and legal theory, and updates to historical and anthropological jurisprudence.

Readership: Students of law, philosophy, politics, and social sciences, as well as general readers interested in the foundations of justice and its role in society.

Very Short Introductions
February 2014
Approximately 15 black and white illustrations
Previous Edition: 9780192806918
Available as an Ebook | Available in Very Short Introductions
BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Philosophy
Family Law
A Very Short Introduction
Jonathan Herring, University of Oxford
- Provides a clear and accessible introduction to family law
- Explains the legal principles which underpin the law
- Explores the changing nature of family law and future issues the courts will deal with
- Focuses on international examples, including the UK and USA
- Part of the bestselling Very Short Introductions series - over six million copies sold worldwide

What is a family? What makes someone a parent? What rights should children have? Family Law: A Very Short Introduction gives the reader an insight not only into what the law is, but why it is the way it is. It examines how laws have had to respond to social changes in family life, from rapidly rising divorce rates to surrogate mothers, and gives insight into family courts which are required to deal with the chaos of family life and often struggle to keep up-to-date with the social and scientific changes which affect it. It also looks to the future: what will families look like in the years ahead? What new dilemmas will the courts face?

Readership: General readers wishing to learn more about family law, as well as students of law and social work

Very Short Introductions
February 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Family law, Laws of Specific jurisdictions

Treatise on International Criminal Law
Volume II: The Crimes and Sentencing
Kai Ambos, Georg-August- Universität Göttingen, Germany;
- The second volume of a comprehensive three-volume treatise on international criminal law
- Features detailed analysis of international and national case law as well as all of the relevant scholarship
- Sets out the core substantive crimes in international law and analyses their development

This is the second of three volumes of a treatise on the principles and practice of international criminal law, from its foundations to its future. Volume 2 analyses the substantive part of international criminal law dealing with the core crimes, including genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and aggression, as well as sentencing.

Readership: Practitioners working in the field of international criminal law both nationally and internationally; scholars and students of international criminal law; legal officers and counsel at international criminal courts and tribunals

January 2014
BIC: International criminal law, International courts & procedures

Letters of Credit
Law and Practice on Compliance
Ebenezer Adodo, University of Surrey
- The only detailed treatment of the legal nature and requirements of compliance in letter of credit transactions
- Provides thorough analysis of the important issue of conflicts of laws pertinent to letters of credit transactions

This book examines the legal nature and requirements of compliance in letter of credit transactions in Anglo-American jurisdictions, as well as the associated contract choice of law issues.

Readership: The primary market is solicitors and barristers practising in banking and financial law as well as academics interested in international banking law, international trade financing law and means of payment in international sale of goods transactions

January 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Banking law

Sale of Goods
Third Edition
Michael Bridge, London School of Economics
- New edition of the authority on English sales of goods law known for its clarity, rigorous scholarship and depth of treatment of problem areas
- Includes thorough analysis of recent case law including Great Elephant, Kulkarni, The Mercini Lady and damages decisions in the wake of The Achilleas decision
- Provides significantly expanded treatment of consumer law, developing the coverage of consumer protection measures and relevant case law developments
- Continued coverage of Commonwealth authorities
- Improved cross-referencing and case citation
- The following are new cases: Great Elephant (on a seller’s s 12 liability); Force India Formula One (on recovery of money on a failure of consideration); The Mercini Lady (on risk and durability); damages decisions in the wake of The Achilleas; Kulkarni and Wincanton (on the passing of property); Samarenko (on making time of the essence); Mercedes Travis Brewer (description).
- The discussion in chapter 3 on proprietary rights in bulk goods has been extended.
- Chapter 8 embraces a broad band of material on various liabilities of the seller and third parties, and takes a fuller account of consumer protection measures (and case law developments under the Consumer Protection Act 1987).

This book provides a systematic analysis of the law of sale of goods with reference to UK and Commonwealth authorities and relevant UK and EU legislation. With particular clarity of expression the work covers in full, content, interpretation and performance issues relating to sale of goods agreements. Aspects of consumer law are dealt with where relevant as are issues such as recoverability of damages, currency and interest.

Readership: Lawyers advising on commodities, sale of goods law, and arbitration; academics and postgraduate students of commercial law.

January 2014
£165.00, AU, 978-0-19-968511-0, Hardback, 896pp.
Previous Edition: 9780199559770
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Commercial law, Sale of goods law
Data Privacy Law
An International Perspective
Lee Andrew Bygrave, University of Oslo

• The first book to provide an in-depth understanding of the regulatory logic of data privacy law from a cross-jurisdictional perspective
• Places data privacy law within a broader legal and political context, focusing on its relationship with other relevant areas of law

This is the first work to examine the fundamental aims and principles of data privacy law in an international context. Bygrave analyses relevant law from across the globe, paying particular attention to international instruments and using these as a foundation for examining national law.

Readerships: Academics, regulators and policymakers in the field of data protection and private international law. A secondary market would consist of legal practitioners in these areas.

January 2014
£75.00, AU, 978-0-19-967555-5, Hardback, 256pp.
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Data protection law, IT & Communications law

Principles of European Law
Security Rights in Movable
Edited by Ulrich Drobnig, Universität Hamburg, Max-Planck Institute, Hamburg

• A landmark research project in the harmonization of European Private Law - attempting to codify common principles of the law of property security
• Provides a framework for the future development of national and private international law

The research conducted by the Study Group on a European Civil Code seeks to advance the process of Europeanisation of private law by drafting a set of common European principles which are especially relevant for the functioning of the common market. The aim is the creation of a European Civil Code, or a Common Frame of Reference, to furnish each of the national jurisdictions a framework of rules of private international law.

Readerships: Scholars of private law harmonization in Europe, EU law and the law of property security, legislators working in the field of property law.

European Civil Code Series
January 2014
£80.00, AU, 978-0-19-922943-7, Hardback, 300pp.
BIC: Comparative law, Contract Law

Sovereign Debt Management
Edited by Rosa Lastra, Queen Mary, University of London, and Lee Buchheit, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP (New York Office)

• The most comprehensive work on the subject
• Written by practitioners and scholars of world renown, general counsel of institutions such as the World Bank, IMF and BIS, and leading economists
• Brings together all of the current thinking on this rapidly growing topic

Sovereign debt is a complex and highly topical area of law and this work addresses the new main reference book on the subject bringing together contributions from world leading practitioners, scholars and regulators.

Dedicated to the leading expert Lee Buchheit, this work contains comprehensive and rigorous analysis on sovereign debt management which no specialist should be without.

Readership: The primary market consists of legal practitioners, academics, and regulators and there is a secondary market amongst economists and policy-makers interested in sovereign debt.

January 2014
£175.00, AU, 978-0-19-967110-6, Hardback, 560pp.
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Financial services law & regulation

International Commercial Arbitration in New York
Edited by James H. Carter, Sullivan & Cromwell, and John Felissa, Hughes, Hubbard & Reed LLP

• The editors are two well-respected arbitration experts, who have gathered together the authorities in the field to address the most important topics for a lawyer involved in commercial arbitration in New York.
• The first comprehensive, up-to-date source of vital information for commercial arbitration practitioners in New York, merging discussion of international commercial arbitration with the specific intricacies of the New York arbitral process and courts.

International Commercial Arbitration in New York focuses on the distinctive aspects of international arbitration in New York. Serving as an essential strategic guide, this book allows practitioners to represent clients more effectively in cases where New York is implicated as either the place of arbitration or evidence or assets are located in New York. This collaborative work boasts contributors of pre-eminent stature in the arbitration field.

Readership: Primarily audience: lawyers who either find themselves or expect they might find themselves involved in international commercial arbitration in New York. Additionally, this book would be of interest to practitioners who conduct arbitrations elsewhere yet still require the assistance of New York courts, for example, to enforce an arbitral award or to obtain evidence for use in the arbitration.

January 2014
BIC: International arbitration, Arbitration, mediation & alternative dispute resolution

The Law of the Executive Branch: Presidential Power
Dr. Louis Fisher, Constitution Project

• Explores the sources and limits of presidential power by focusing on the law of the executive branch in the context of constitutional language, framers’ intent, and more than two centuries of practice
• Provides an analysis of each provision of the US Constitution to reveal its contemporary meaning in concert with the application of presidential power
• Relies on original sources, explaining why and when the Supreme Court and scholarly studies misrepresent a precedent, and providing links to original sources
• Identifies legal and constitutional errors and explains, whenever possible, why they occurred

The Law of the Executive Branch: Presidential Power places the law of the executive branch firmly in the context of constitutional language, framers’ intent, and more than two centuries of practice. Each provision of the US Constitution is analyzed in concert with the application of presidential power.

Readership: Professors of Political Science and Constitutional Law, Students of Political Science and Constitutional Law, University and Law Libraries.

January 2014
£100.00, AU, 978-0-19-985621-3, Hardback, 480pp.
BIC: Constitutional & administrative law
EU Environmental Law and the Internal Market
Nicolas de Sadeleer, Saint-Louis University (Brussels), the Academy of Louvain
- The first sustained analysis of the intersection between the EU’s environmental law and policy and its commitment to a free, competitive internal market
- Sets out a legal framework for environmental protections in EU Treaty and secondary law
- Analyses how environmental concerns and environmental law have impacted on the operation of the internal market
A robust, exhaustive, and systematic legal analysis of the conflicts opposing integration of internal market and free competition rules with the environmental protection rules, including climate change rules, taken at an EU and national level.
Readership: Academics, scholars, students, and practitioners including in-house lawyers in the fields of European law, environmental law, competition law, and internal market law
January 2014
£70.00, AU, 978-0-19-870048-2, Hardback, 576pp.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Environment law, International economic & trade law

Institutional Property Law of Plants
Mark D. Janis, University of Iowa College of Law, Herbert H. Jervis, Florida Coastal School of Law, and Richard C. Peet, Foley & Lardner
- The only comprehensive work on intellectual property for plants and plant biotechnology
- Combines the expertise of both leading academics and practitioners in this field
The first comprehensive work on intellectual property for plants and plant biotechnology, this title offers a unique analysis of the creation and implementation of specialized, plant-specific intellectual property regimes.
Readership: Intellectual property professionals (particularly those who specialize in biotechnology), litigators and judges. The book should also be of interest to a range of professionals in agribusiness, particularly in the seed industry, as well as biotechnology professionals and academics, especially those involved in plant biotechnology research and development.
January 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Intellectual property law, Patents law

Competition Law in China
Laws, Regulations, and Cases
Sébastien J. Evrard, Jones Day, Peter J. Wang, Jones Day, and Yizhe Zhang, Jones Day
- The only bilingual (Chinese/English) compilation of all competition laws, regulations and cases in China
- Compiled and translated by three leading competition law practitioners with extensive experience of competition law in China
This work is the only bilingual (Chinese/English) compilation of all legal texts applicable to the area of competition law in China. It includes the Anti-Monopoly Law of the People’s Republic of China (AML) as well as all other laws that have relevant provisions.
Readership: Legal Practitioners advising clients on competition laws, regulations and cases in China
January 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Competition law / Antitrust law, Company, commercial & competition law

The Principle of Loyalty in EU Law
Marcus Klamert
- The first book-length treatment in English to provide a thorough examination of the legal duties falling under the principle of loyalty in EU public law
- Discusses the role of the loyalty principle in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice
Providing a thorough discussion of the principle of loyalty in EU law, this book introduces a novel classification of the very diverse roles loyalty plays in the EU. Distinguishing between the effects loyalty prescribes for interlocking the legal orders of the Member States with Union law, this book examines the loyalty principle’s application in preventing and resolving conflicts between the Union and the Member States, and its role in the shaping of EU law in EU law.
Readership: Academics and students working in EU law, EU administrative law, external relations, and public international law, practising lawyers working in EU law
January 2014
£70.00, AU, 978-0-19-968312-3, Hardback, 352pp.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Constitutional & administrative law, EU & European institutions

The EU Citizenship Directive
A Commentary
Elspeth Guild, Queen Mary University of London, Steve Peers, University of Essex, and Jonathan Tomkin
- Provides a clear user-friendly conceptual framework that makes the Directive accessible and its legal impact clear
- Gives a structure for understanding decades of relevant case-law
This book provides a comprehensive article by article commentary of the EU’s Citizenship Directive. In doing so it offers readers a “one-stop” guide to a fundamental Union legislative act that governs the right of Union citizens and their family members to travel to or take up residence in other Member States of their choosing.
Readership: Scholars, students, and legal practitioners in EU law
January 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Immigration law, Citizenship & nationality law

Assessing the Effectiveness of International Courts
Yuval Shany, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
- Provides a thorough analysis of how effective the key international courts have been in meeting their goals
- Develops indicators by which the effectiveness of international courts can be empirically judged
- Assesses the roles that jurisdiction, judicial independence, legitimacy, and compliance play in achieving judicial effectiveness
During the last twenty years the world has experienced a sharp rise in the number of international courts and tribunals, and a correlative expansion of their jurisdictions. This book draws on social sciences to provide a clear, goal-oriented assessment of their effectiveness, and a critical evaluation of the quality of their performance.
Readership: Scholars and students in the field of public international law and international dispute settlement, and international relations; International legal practitioners
International Courts and Tribunals Series
January 2014
£70.00, AU, 978-0-19-964329-5, Hardback, 352pp.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International courts & procedures, International institutions
Human Rights and Immigration

Edited by Ruth Rubio-Marín, European University Institute
• Presents the main issues underlying the protection of the human rights of migrants, a central topic in human rights and refugee law
• Brings together human rights lawyers and immigration lawyers for a rounded view of the legal issues
• Offers a comparative perspective across different national jurisdictions

This book examines major issues in the protection of the human rights of migrants. Providing a multi-jurisdictional and multi-disciplinary analysis, the work allows scholars, human rights practitioners and activists to access current discussions in the field.

Readership: This book would suit both practitioners and lawyers from national bodies, regional and international organisations. It would also be helpful to legal scholars and law faculties in general.

January 2014
£60.00, AJ, 978-0-19-870117-0, Hardback, 352pp
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International human rights law, Citizenship & nationality law

Transnational Legality

Stateless Law and International Arbitration

Thomas Schultz, Geneva University
• Uniquely aligns the theoretical debate on what we should call law with more practical debates on the nature of arbitration
• Offers original, controversial arguments on what law without the state may be

International law can be created by other means than treaties between states. This book investigates the philosophical questions posed by the treatment of international arbitration as law, such as those relating to sovereignty and territoriality, and sets out conditions which international arbitration must meet in order to form legitimate law.

Readership: Scholars and students studying international arbitration, international dispute settlement, and the theory of international law; legal practitioners working in international arbitration

January 2014
£60.00, AJ, 978-0-19-964195-6, Hardback, 240pp
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International arbitration, Settlement of international disputes

Principles of Corporate Finance

Law

Second Edition
Elis Ferran, St Catherine’s College, Cambridge, and Look Chan Ho, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
• A multidisciplinary work allowing readers to appreciate the importance of interfaces between law, economics and political science
• Guides readers to key issues in corporate finance law and provides an expertly calibrated level of analysis
• Incorporates recent developments and reflects their significance as indicators of future trends, thereby giving the book a lasting quality
• Important new cases, including the Supreme Court decisions in HMRC v Holland; and Progress Property v Moorgarth
• Amendments to the Companies Act 2006, including new regulations on company charges, and on share buy backs
• New section on schemes of arrangement reflecting their growing importance as a mechanism for capital restructurings

A thoroughly revised and updated second edition of Ferran’s Principles of Corporate Finance Law that explores the relationship between law and finance. With the additional contribution of Look Chan Ho, an expert in the field of corporate finance.

Readership: Primarily aimed at Master’s and PhD level law students as a course textbook and reference book. It would also benefit non-UK scholars and practitioners as a reference book.

February 2014
£130.00, AJ, 978-0-19-967134-2, Hardback, 528pp
£44.95, , 978-0-19-967135-9, Paperback
£130.00, AJ, 978-0-19-967136-6, Paperback
Previous Edition: 9780190230518
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Capital markets & securities law & regulation
The Question of Competence in the European Union
Edited by Loïc Azoulai, European University Institute

- Contributions to the volume come from a vast array of leading practitioners and academics in the field of EU law
- Provides a combination of theoretical and practical perspectives on an important field of EU legal studies

The allocation of powers between the European Union and its Member States is a classic theme in European studies. The question of how to limit the expansion of Union’s competences whilst safeguarding the dynamics of the process of European integration is now being raised. This book is a theoretical and practical inquiry into this question.

Readership: This book would be suited to academics and European and National Institutions

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship

Caribbean Integration Law
David S. Berry, University of the West Indies,

- Comprehensively analyses the law and practice of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) in the context of their revised treaties establishing a single market in the region
- Provides a theoretical and practical review of the role of the Caribbean Court of Justice

Two key regional organisations in the Caribbean, the Caribbean Community and the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, had their roles fundamentally expanded in 2001 by treaties that developed a single market and a regional court. This book sets out the new roles of these organisations and their impact on regional integration in the Caribbean.

Readership: Scholars and students in the field of public international law, international dispute settlement, international economic law, and law in the Caribbean; legal practitioners working in the Caribbean

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship

The Culturalization of Human Rights Law
Federico Lenzenri, University of Siena

- Assesses how ideas of multi-culturalism have shaped the development of modern international human rights law
- Argues that a multi-cultural approach to human rights allows them to be more responsive to the specific needs of individuals and communities

International human rights law was originally focused on universal individual rights. This book examines the developments which have seen it change to a multi-cultural approach, one more sensitive to the cultures of the people directly affected by them. It argues that this can provide benefits, but that aspects of universalism must be retained.

Readership: Scholars and students of international human rights law; minority rights and indigenous peoples; government and NGO legal advisers in these areas

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship

The Structure of Pluralism
Victor M. Muniz-Fraticelli, McGill University

- Reconstructs pluralism as a distinct tradition in political and legal theory from the turn of the twentieth century to the modern day
- Gives a clear analytic distinction between pluralism and associated ideas, such as multiculturalism, subsidiarity, and associational democracy

Pluralist arguments are increasingly common in political and legal theory, but scepticism persists about whether pluralism marks a distinct intellectual tradition. This book reconstructs the pluralist tradition in political theory, arguing that it makes distinctive and radical claims regarding political authority and the state.

Readership: Academics and advanced students of law and political science, especially constitutional and political theory; Philosophers interested in political philosophy

Oxford Constitutional Theory
February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship

Jus Post Bellum
Edited by Carsten Stahn, Jennifer S. Easterday, and Jens Iverson, Leiden University

- Provides a comprehensive analysis of the laws and norms that apply to the process of ending war and building peace

Jus post bellum is the body of international legal norms and rules of international law that applies to a post-conflict situation as it moves to a status of peace. This book provides a detailed legal analysis of all aspects of jus post bellum, and uses case studies to show its relevance to the reality of situations on the ground.

Readership: Scholars and students of international humanitarian law, international relations, transitional justice, and peace and conflict studies; Government and NGO legal advisers working in this area

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship

The Law and Politics of International Regime Conflict
Dirk Pulkowski, Permanent Court of Arbitration, The Hague

- A detailed investigation into one of the fundamental problems in the contemporary international legal order: conflicts between different regimes within international law
- Offers a highly original argument to demonstrate how such clashes can be overcome, using the tools provided by international law to adjudicate conflicts of rules

Conflict can occur when a body of law regulating one aspect of international activity does not correspond with the rules of another. This book uses trade in cultural products to illustrate that, rather than being a question of accidental overlap, such conflicts stem from different regimes having fundamentally different goals.

Readership: Scholars and students of international regime theory, international institutions, UNESCO, and trade in cultural products

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL

The Special Tribunal for Lebanon
Law and Practice
Edited by Amal Alamuddin, Doughty Street Chambers, London, Nidal Nabil Jurdì, American University of Beirut, and David Tolbert, International Center for Transitional Justice
• Provides a systematic analysis of the law and procedure of the first international court created in response to a terrorist act: the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, established to try those responsible for the 2005 assassination of Rafic Hariri.
The Special Tribunal of the Lebanon is the first international Tribunal established to try the perpetrators of a terrorist act: the murder of the Lebanese Prime Minister in 2005. This book, written by practitioners with experience of the court and experts in international criminal law, provides a detailed assessment of its unique law and practice.
Readership: Scholars and students of international criminal law and international courts and tribunals; practitioners and legal advisers working in these areas.
March 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International courts & procedures, International criminal law.

Voices at Work
Continuity and Change in the Common Law World
Alan Bogg, University of Oxford, and Tonia Novitz, University of Bristol
• Offers a picture of current concerns of interest not only to lawyers, but policy makers and policy-actors.
This book investigates the intersection between law and worker voice in a sample of industrialised English speaking countries, namely Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, and USA. While these countries face broadly similar regulatory dilemmas, they have significant differences between their industrial systems and legal cultures.
Readership: This book would suit academic teachers in the fields of labour law, employment law and industrial relations. It would also suit policy-actors and practising labour lawyers and judges from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK and the US.
March 2014
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Employment & labour law, Industrial relations & trade unions law

Money Market Funds in the EU and the US
Regulation and Practice
Edited by Viktoria Baklanova, Acacia Capital (New York), and Joseph Tanega, University of Westminster
• The first comprehensive analysis of the regulation of money market funds in the EU and US.
• Comparative approach helps practitioners with decisions on portfolio management and in solving regulatory compliance issues.
Bringing together a range of renowned academics and skilled practitioners from around the world, this book provides the first comprehensive examination of the money market fund sector.
Readership: The primary market consists of regulators and legal practitioners (specializing in banking, funds, finance and capital markets). The secondary market includes asset managers, banks and financial institutions, and also institutional investors.
March 2014

Imposing Risk
A Normative Framework
John Oberdiek, Rutgers University
• The only book on the morality of risk imposition from a non-consequentialist perspective.
• Challenges moral theory’s assumptions about risk and presents a striking new argument that many of the seemingly independent problems in this area are, in fact, interdependent.
When we impose risk upon others, is it that we are doing? What is risk’s moral significance? What moral standards govern the imposition of risk? And how should the law respond to it? Drawing on philosophy and legal theory the author constructs a normative framework of risk imposition to help answer these important and oft-ignored questions.
Readership: Academics and students in the fields of philosophy of law and moral philosophy.
Oxford Legal Philosophy
March 2014
BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Ethics & moral philosophy.

The Oxford Handbook of International Law in Armed Conflict
Edited by Andrew Clapham and Paola Gaeta, Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights
• Provides an authoritative overview of key topics related to the application of international law in armed conflict.
• Examines different branches of international law, including humanitarian law, human rights law, refugee law, and the law of neutrality.
• Features essays by leading scholars and practitioners with an emphasis on understanding key concepts and analysing emerging problems related to terrorism, new types of weapons, international criminal law, and the interaction between humanitarian law and human rights law.
Written by a team of distinguished and internationally renowned experts, this Oxford Handbook gives an analytical overview of international law as it applies in armed conflicts. The Handbook draws on international humanitarian law, human rights law, and the law of neutrality to provide a comprehensive picture of the status of law in war.
Readership: Scholars and students of international humanitarian law, human rights law, and war studies; NGO and government legal advisors working in these areas.
Oxford Handbooks in Law
March 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International humanitarian law, Armed conflict.
Preliminary References to the European Court of Justice

Second Edition

Morten Broberg and Niels Fenger, University of Copenhagen

- A thoroughly revised and up to date edition of Broberg and Fenger’s comprehensive resource on the preliminary reference procedure
- Provides a single point of reference for both practitioners and academics on preliminary reference

This fully updated and revised second edition of Preliminary References to the European Court of Justice provides a meticulous and yet easily accessible examination of all aspects of the preliminary reference procedure including the changes brought in with the signing on the Lisbon Treaty

Readership: This book is suitable for advocates, judges and academics

March 2014

Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Arbitration, mediation & alternative dispute resolution

Philosophical Foundations of the Law of Torts

Edited by John Oberdiek, Rutgers University

- Provide a snapshot of cutting edge work in tort law theory, offering a roadmap of the main debates and current issues in the field
- Contains specially commissioned, all new essays by emerging and established scholars from a range of backgrounds including lawyers examining doctrinal theory and philosophers working on tort’s moral foundations

This book offers a rich insight into the law of torts and cognate fields, and will be of broad interest to those working in legal and moral philosophy. It has contributions from all over the world and represents the state-of-the-art in tort theory.

Readership: Legal and moral philosophers, academicians and advanced students in tort law.

Philosophical Foundations of Law

March 2014

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Jurisprudence & philosophy of law, Torts & Defects

Set-Off in Arbitration and Commercial Transactions

Pascal Pichonnaz, University of Fribourg, and Louise Guillifer, University of Oxford

- The most comprehensive analysis of set-off in arbitration
- Provides unique comparison of Common and Civil law for use in international disputes
- Considers the relevant international arbitration rules and conventions, such as Rome I Regulation, CISG and the UNIDROIT Principles

This book considers the issues involved in international commercial disputes where set-off has been used. Most such disputes are conducted through arbitration so the focus of this book is on the effect of arbitration proceedings on set-off claims.

The book considers the important institutional rules of arbitration procedure such as the Swiss Rules, the UNCITRAL, the ICC rules and others. It covers in some detail the various possible solutions to the issue of applicable law under national and supra-national law. Included in this discussion is an analysis of the Rome I Regulation, the CISG, and the UNIDROIT Principles contained in the PICC and PECL.

Readership: Common and Civil law practitioners and scholars interested in financial law, contract law, insolvency law, and arbitration.

March 2014

Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Arbitration, mediation & alternative dispute resolution

A Practical Guide to Trade Mark Law

Fifth Edition

Amanda Michaels and Andrew Norris, Lincoln’s Inn, London

- New edition of the influential and established text on trade mark law
- Considers international as well as UK trade mark law
- Less discursive and therefore more succinct and navigable than the other major works on trade mark law, with more practical coverage of trade mark transactions and procedure
- Written by experienced barristers from acclaimed Intellectual Property set Hogarth Chambers

This new edition of a well-established text provides a comprehensive, digestible and accessible introduction to trade mark law, explaining the technicalities of the law in plain, non-technical language.

Readership: Lawyers advising on trade mark law; students seeking to qualify as trade mark or patent attorneys.

March 2014

£75.00, AU, 978-0-19-870203-0, Paperback, 464pp.
Previous Edition: 9780199559686
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Trademarks law, Intellectual property law

European Securities Law

Second Edition

Edited by Raj Panasar, Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton LLP, and Philip Boekeman, Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP

- Provides critical comment on the effect of the amendments to the Prospectus and Transparency Directives and the proposed changes to the Market Abuse Directive
- Includes a new chapter on underwriting procedure
- Considers nuances in national implementation and practice in 14 member states
- Examines the practice of equity and debt offerings, private placements and takeovers

This new edition continues to provide a comprehensive source of knowledge and practical know-how about the regulation and operation of the securities markets in Europe.

Readership: Lawyers advising on capital markets, M&A, corporate finance and banking internationally; scholars interested in financial and securities law; and finance professionals such as investment bankers and corporate treasurers.

March 2014

Previous Edition: 9780199579723
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Capital markets & securities law & regulation
Termination for Breach of Contract

John Stannard and David Capper, Queen’s University of Belfast

Edited by Marc Cran, Brick Court Chambers

- The most detailed treatment of termination as a remedy for breach of contract
- Distills the complex body of law on the subject to a clear set of principles
- Applies the law in a practical context

This is the first detailed treatment of termination as a remedy for breach of contract to be published in recent times and fills a much needed gap in the market for a work which analyses and explains this complex area.

Readership: Banana and solicitors practising in commercial law, and scholars interested in contract law.

March 2014
BIC: Contract law, Commercial law

Commercial Fraud in Civil Practice

Second Edition
Paul McGrath QC, Essex Court Chambers

- The only book to bring together all the elements of law and practice that must be considered by commercial fraud litigators
- Contains substantial treatment of the use and abuse of trusts in commercial fraud
- User-friendly approach includes a summary of critical elements at the start of each chapter
- This new edition includes a substantially updated treatment of injunctions and over five new chapters including discussion on lifting the corporate veil
- New chapters include: Contempt of Court, Interim Receivers, Lifting the Corporate Veil, Sham Trusts, Proprietary Claims, and Rome II on Non-Contractual Obligations
- All chapters have been the subject of substantial updating
- This comprehensive analysis of the principles and practice of international commercial fraud claims provides a readily accessible and detailed reference source for all those involved in commercial fraud litigation. The new edition includes an updated and much expanded treatment of all chapters in the light of recent developments, a more detailed treatment of interim relief and sanctions for non-compliance to reflect the increasing importance of these topics in this area, as well as the introduction of new chapters on contempt of court, lifting the corporate veil, interim receivers, sham trusts and proprietary claims.

Readership: Banamers, solicitors and academics interested in fraud, unjust enrichment, private international law and tracing, in the UK, Commonwealth and offshore jurisdictions.

March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780199290574
BIC: Commercial law, Private international law & conflict of laws

Private Foundations

Law and Practice

Paolo Panico

- Provides unrivalled analysis of the fundamental aspects of private foundations law and practice
- Offers detailed explanation and commentary on a comprehensive range of topics, from the rights of founders to asset protection issues

Private Foundations: Law and Practice provides a rigorous review of the law of private foundations in both civil and common law jurisdictions. Offering a detailed analysis of the laws underpinning private foundations legislation, it is an invaluable guide for anyone involved in this developing area.

Readership: Private client practitioners (lawyers, accountants, financial advisers, trust managers) and private bankers in all the major international and offshore financial centres.

Secondary: Academics and academic libraries; students on courses in trusts and private foundations law, in particular at postgraduate or professional level (such as the STEP Qualifications).

March 2014
£175.00, AU, 978-0-19-964619-7, Hardback, 424pp.
BIC: Equity & trusts, Trusts & estates taxation

Cyber Operations and the Use of Force in International Law

Marco Roscini, University of Westminster

- Provides a comprehensive understanding of the international legal rules applicable to cyber attacks
- Examines whether cyber attacks can ever meet the threshold of ‘armed conflict’ and to what extent rules of international humanitarian law apply to cyber operations

Recent years have seen a significant increase in the scale and sophistication of cyber attacks employed by, or against, states and non-state actors. This book investigates the international legal regime that applies to such attacks, and investigates how far the traditional rules of international humanitarian law can be used in these situations.

Readership: Scholars and students of the international law of cyber warfare and international humanitarian law; intelligence analysts (civilian and military), and policymakers

March 2014
£70.00, AU, 978-0-19-965301-4, Hardback, 402pp.
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International humanitarian law, Terrorism, armed struggle
The Foundations of International Investment Law
Bringing Theory into Practice
Edited by Zachary Douglas, Joost Pauwelyn and Jorge E. Víñuelas. Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva
• Shows the relevance of academic discussion and criticism of international investment law to its day-to-day practice
Bringing together conceptual theories of international investment law with the practical application of the law in treaty arbitration, this book investigates the key controversies in the field. It provides a detailed examination of how a different theoretical approach would have led to a different outcome in a number of important arbitral awards.
Readership: Scholars of international investment law and arbitration; practitioners working in investment arbitration; arbitrators
March 2014
£80.00, AJ, 978-0-19-968538-7, Hardback, 500pp
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Investment treaties & disputes, International economic & trade law

International Property Law
John G. Sprankling. University of the Pacific,
• Ground-breaking new work on the various ways international law intersects with private property
• Draws on international human rights law, indigenous rights, foreign investment law, intellectual property, the law of the sea, and airspace law to identify an emerging international law of property
• Argues that we should recognize a global right to property
International law increasingly creates, harmonizes, and restricts property rights, thereby superseding national law. This book examines this emerging regime of international property law. Looking at the intersection between international law and private property, the work argues that a global right to property should be recognized.
Readership: Scholars and students of property law and international law; practitioners and legal advisers working on property law cases with an international element
March 2014
£70.00, AJ, 978-0-19-965454-3, Hardback, 400pp
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International economic & trade law, Property law

Balancing Wealth and Health
The Battle over Intellectual Property and Access to Medicines in Latin America
Edited by Rochelle Dreyfuss, New York University, and César Rodríguez-Garavito. University of Los Andes
• Offers an interdisciplinary approach combining insight from legal scholarship and the social sciences to provide empirically-grounded discussion of relevant national and international regulations and litigation
This book examines the tension between intellectual property law and access to medicine in a set of developing countries caught between their international trade obligations and their commitment to the health of their citizens. It presents case studies, conducted with a common methodology, in eleven Latin American countries.
Readership: Legal scholars in intellectual property, human rights, health, global administrative and international law, social scientists working on . It would also aid policy makers and activists

Law And Global Governance
March 2014
£60.00, AU, 978-0-19-967674-3, Hardback, 350pp
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Intellectual property law, Regulation of medicines & medical devices

The Constitutional Foundations of European Contract Law
A Comparative Analysis
Kathleen Gutman. Institute for European Law of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
• The first monograph to provide a constitutional assessment of the EU’s competence in European contract law
• Provides readers with a clear context for the debate about European contract law and its chronological development at the European level
Examining the constitutional foundations of European contract law, this book provides a thorough assessment of the extent of the European Union’s competence to regulate contracts and offers a comprehensive comparative study of the contract law framework in the United States.
Readership: Scholars and students of EU law, constitutional, and contract law; practitioners and lawmakers working in the area of European private law
Oxford Studies in European Law
March 2014
£65.00, AJ, 978-0-19-969830-1, Hardback, 500pp
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Contract law, International economic & trade law

Global Antitrust and Compliance Handbook
Edited by D. Daniel Sokol, University of Florida, Daniel Crane, University of Michigan, and Ariel Ezrachi, University of Oxford
• Written with the specific aim of assisting firms in their global compliance efforts
• Covers 43 jurisdictions across Europe, the Western Hemisphere, Asia and Pacific and Africa
• Edited by three leading scholars, with contributions from experienced competition law practitioners around the globe
This work provides the necessary information to enable practitioners to understand the changing global antitrust landscape and to effectively move on to further research
Readership: In-house lawyers or law firm practitioners who want to analyse the critical antitrust compliance issues in key jurisdictions
March 2014
£125.00, AU, 978-0-19-870384-6, Paperback, 928pp
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Competition law, Antitrust law, Company, commercial & competition law

Bellamy & Child: The European Union Law of Competition
First Cumulative Supplement
Laura Elizabeth John. Monckton Chambers
• This supplement updates Bellamy & Child, which is the leading practitioner work on EU Competition law, famous for its precise statement of legal principles and exhaustive citation of judicial and legislative authorities
This brand new updating supplement brings Bellamy and Child up to date and incorporates all substantive developments since publication of the 7th edition. It is an essential purchase for all who already own the main work, and maintains its currency.
Readership: Practitioners dealing with competition (antitrust), business and EU law; competition and trade authorities; practitioners and regulators in key sectors such as telecommunications, financial services, intellectual property and transport; academics and students specialising in competition, business and EU law; reference libraries; in each case, throughout Europe and worldwide
March 2014
£95.00, AU, 978-0-19-870783-7, Paperback, 300pp
BIC: Competition law / Antitrust law, Economics, finance, business & management
Risk and Negligence: Wills, Estates, and Trusts
Second Edition
Martyn Frost, Trenfield Trust & Estate Consulting Ltd, Penelope Reed QC and Mark Baxter, 5 Stone Buildings.

- Provides the only analysis of the regulatory framework applicable to collective investment schemes in the important financial centre of Luxembourg.
- Contains a systematic and comprehensive account of the law and regulations applicable to Luxembourg funds.

Collective Investment Schemes in Luxembourg
Law and Practice
Second Edition
Claude Kremer, Isabelle Lèbèque, Arendt Medernach, Luxembourg, and Denise Kinsella.

- Provides the only analysis of the regulatory framework applicable to collective investment schemes in the important financial centre of Luxembourg.
- Contains a systematic and comprehensive account of the law and regulations applicable to Luxembourg funds.

Transnational Securities Law
Edited by Thomas Keijser, Senior Researcher

- The first book to provide a comprehensive analysis of securities law at the transnational level.
- Identifies best-practice solutions that practitioners can apply pending formal harmonization.
- Analyses the Geneva and Hague Securities Conventions highlighting gaps in the current legislation and identifying where improvements should be made.

The book explains the current international law on intermediated and non-intermediated securities and suggests solutions to problems where there are gaps in the legislation or where the current framework could be improved.

Readership: Practitioners in the field of securities law (including commercial and rental bankers, custodians, their legal advisors and other financial market participants), interested in the information on the current status of the law, and policy makers and academics interested in both the current status of the law and future developments.

March 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Financial services law & regulation

Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
Contemporary Issues and Challenges
Edited by Elbe Riedel, University of Mannheim, Gilles Giacca, University of Oxford, and Christophe Golay, Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights

- Provides a comprehensive overview of the implementation and protection of international economic, social, and cultural rights at the international and national level.
- Economic, social, and cultural rights are protected by an international covenant, recently amended by the optional protocol which allows individuals to bring rights violations before a UN committee. This book addresses how successfully these rights are implemented and safeguarded worldwide, assessing the key challenges to their protection.

Readership: Scholars and students of international human rights law, with a particular focus on economic, social, and cultural rights; Judges and human rights practitioners; Human rights activists

March 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International human rights law, Treaties & other sources of international law
**Academic & Professional**

**EU Procedural Law**

Koen Lenaerts, European Union and University of Leuven; Ignace Maselis, Court of Justice of the European Union, and Kathleen Gutman, Institute for European Law and University of Leuven

Edited by Janek Tomasz Nowak, Institute for European Law, University of Leuven and MCI Management Center Innsbruck, Austria

- A thorough overhaul of the work previously published as *Procedural Law of the European Union*, the leading authority on judicial protection in the EU
- A well-established text that is the first port of call for any lawyer litigating in the European courts, and academics studying the EU judicial system
- Covers significant institutional developments including the relevant changes brought by the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, and the ECIJ's new rules of procedure

A thorough overhaul of the classic work on the procedural law of the European Union. The book provides a rigorously structured analysis of the EU system of judicial protection and procedure before the Union courts. It examines the role and the competences of the Union courts and the types of actions that may be brought before them.

**Readership:** This book would suit UK, EU, and international legal practitioners as well as international academic scholars, researchers, and students at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Also, civil servants within the EU institutions, the Member States, and third countries.

*Oxford European Union Law Library*  
March 2014  
£95.00, AU, 978-0-19-870733-2, Hardback, 900pp.

**BIC:** Academic & Professional

---

**The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights**

*Cases, Materials, and Commentary*

Edited by Ben Saul, Sydney Centre for International Law, David Kinley and Jaqueline Mowbray, Sydney Law School

- Provides a comprehensive analysis of the articles of the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
- Examines each provision of the Covenant by reference to its drafting, and the interpretation of economic and social rights by UN bodies, regional organisations, and key national legal systems
- Assesses the economic, social, and cultural rights outside the ICESCR, such as the right to water, the rights of indigenous peoples, and environmental rights

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights is one of the most important human rights treaties in international law. This comprehensive collection of primary materials and analytical commentary is ideal reading for scholars, students, and practitioners working on issues of economic, cultural, and social rights.

**Readership:** Students and scholars of international human rights law; Judges and human rights practitioners; Human rights activists

*March 2014*  

**BIC:** Law

---

**The Sources of International Law**

Hugh Thirlway, Graduate Institute of International Studies, Geneva

- Provides a clear and accessible guide to the sources of international law
- Comprehensively analyses the classic sources of international law as well as more controversial modern bases for international obligations, such as decisions by international organisations
- Offers an invaluable resource for students of international law, as well as for practitioners and scholars needing to revisit the key principles underlying the sources of international law
- Written by one of the key authorities in the field, with more than 40 years’ experience

Because of its unique nature, the sources of international law are not always easy to identify and interpret. This book provides an ideal introduction to these sources for anyone needing to better understand where international law comes from. As well as looking at treaties and custom, the book will look at more modern and controversial sources.

**Readership:** Students and scholars of international law, the law of treaties, and customary international law; practitioners and legal advisers working in international law

*March 2014*  

**BIC:** Law & Legal Studies

---

**Aggression, the Crime of Crimes**

Individual Criminal Liability for the Unlawful Use of Force

Cristina Villarino Villa, International Court of Justice

- Provides a detailed and original study of individual criminal liability for aggression under international law, combining history, legal analysis, and policy considerations
- Traces the origins and development of the crime of aggression from its roots to its 2011 inclusion in the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court
- Investigates the role of domestic courts in the prosecution and trial of aggressors

There are some circumstances in which individuals can be held criminally responsible for launching unlawful wars. This book is a historical and legal study of this notion, examining how the law has developed and critically assessing the recent changes incorporating aggression into the Rome Statute of the ICC.

**Readership:** Scholars and students of international criminal law, practitioners and legal advisers working in this area

*Oxford Monographs In International Humanitarian And Criminal Law*  
March 2014  

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

**BIC:** Law & Legal Studies
Financial Services Law
Third Edition
George Walker, Queen Mary, London, and Robert Purves, 3 Verulam Buildings
Michael Blair QC, 3 Verulam Buildings
• Explains the institutional and structural changes made by the Financial Services Act 2013
• Considers the effect of the changes to the Prospectus and Market Abuse Directives, and MiFID
• Analyses the impact of the division of the Handbook under the PRA and FCA and associated policy issues
This new edition explains all of the substantial institutional and structural changes made under the Financial Services Act 2013 and parallel changes at European and global levels.
Readership: Lawyers advising on financial regulation and disputes; policy makers; regulators; and scholars.
March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780199285792
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Financial law, Banking law

Blackstone’s Guide to the Anti-Terrorism Legislation
Third Edition
Professor Clive Walker, University of Leeds
• Provides expert explanation and analysis of the prime anti-terrorism legislation
• Offers expert narrative on the scope, extent, and effect of the legislation
Blackstone’s Guide to the Anti-Terrorism Legislation provides expert explanation of the key anti-terrorism legislation. It offers comprehensive guidance on the effects, extent, and scope of the legislation, along with copies of the key legislation.
Readership: Criminal law and human rights practitioners; solicitors and barristers; the police and civil servants; undergraduate and postgraduate students and academics researching in the areas of constitutional and criminal law, human rights and politics, journalists interested in terrorism and anti-terrorism measures.
March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780199548095
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Terrorism law, Human rights & civil liberties law

The Role of National Courts in Applying International Humanitarian Law
Sharon Weill, Paris II University
• Evaluates how domestic courts have interpreted and applied international humanitarian law, and shows how their interpretations can differ
• Establishes a methodology to critically assess the actions of domestic courts on a scale from acting as apologists for the use of force to actively promoting and enhancing international humanitarian law
International humanitarian law is applied across the world in domestic courts. This book investigates how five domestic courts, the UK, US, Canada, Italy, and Israel, have done so, arguing that they show a range of different approaches, from acting as apologists for the use of force to actively promoting and enhancing international humanitarian law.
Readership: Scholars and students in the fields of international law, international humanitarian law, and international law and domestic courts
March 2014
£70.00, AU, 978-0-19-968542-4, Hardback, 360pp.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: International humanitarian law, Comparative law

Damages in International Arbitration under Complex Long-term Contracts
Herfried Wöss, Adriana San Román Rivera, Wöss & Partners, S.C., Pablo Spiller, University of California, Santiago Dellepiane, Compass Lexicon
• The first detailed coverage of legal, financial, and economic implications of damages in international arbitration
This book provides in-depth analysis of the legal, financial, and economic issues involved in the preparation of claims and arbitral awards for damages and loss of income, for the breach of complex long-term contracts in international arbitration.
Readership: The primary market will be legal practitioners specializing in international arbitration throughout the world, as well as in-house counsel, and economic experts and arbitral institutions. It will also be of interest to academics, government advisors, and academic libraries.
Oxford International Arbitration Series
March 2014
Available as an Ebook
BIC: International arbitration, Arbitration, mediation & alternative dispute resolution

Oxford Scholarship Online
A vast and rapidly expanding online research library
‘a must-have online resource’
Library Journal’s netConnect
Oxford Scholarship Online now offers quick and easy access to the full text of over 5,000 scholarly monographs in the following subject areas.
Biology, Business & Management, Classical Studies, Economics & Finance, History, Law, Linguistics, Literature, Mathematics, Music, Neuroscience, Palliative Care, Philosophy, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Public Health & Epidemiology, Religion, Social Work
www.oxfordscholarship.com
Wilmot-Smith on Construction Contracts
Third Edition
Richard Wilmot-Smith QC

- A clear and practical approach to construction contracts
- Extensive coverage of arbitration and adjudication
- Written by a highly regarded practitioner and a team of expert contributors, guaranteeing the highest quality commentary and analysis

New to this edition
- New material on restitution, insolvency, and procurement

Wilmot-Smith on Construction contracts provides a refreshing approach to the law and practice relating to construction contracts in the UK, dealing with all the substantive law and dispute resolution procedures in one user-friendly volume.

Readership: Solicitors and barristers practising in construction law; construction professionals, architects and engineers.

March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780199579594
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Construction & engineering law, Construction industry

The General Principles of EU Law
Third Edition
Takis Tridimas, Queen Mary, University of London

- The leading exposition of the general principles of law as developed by the European Court of Justice, of central importance to understanding the application of EU law in practice
- Cited by the ECJ and other courts as an authority on the application of general principles

New to this edition
- Examines the impact of the Treaty of Lisbon
- Studies the expansion of general principles into the fields of criminal and private law
- Explains the relationship between the general principles, the EU Charter, and the European Convention for the protection of Fundamental Rights

The general principles of EU law remain one of the most complex areas of EU law. Their extrapolation and application by the Court of Justice raises profound questions about the values of the EU, the rights of individuals, the interaction between EU and national law, and the role of the judiciary in shaping EU law. Their study gives rise to a host of theoretical and intellectually engaging questions. They are also enormously important for the practice of law before the EU and the national courts as virtually no area of practice remains unaffected by their application.

Readership: Scholars and postgraduate students of European law; practitioners and judiciary in EU Member States

Oxford European Union Law Library

March 2014
Previous Edition: 978-0-19-925806-2
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Legal system: general, EU & European institutions
Challenges the traditional categories through which key areas of trusts are organized and taught, provoking students to think critically about them.

Uses a logical structure and plain language to provide accessible explanations of difficult concepts.

Clearly identifies and analyses the various sources of resulting and constructive trusts making it suitable for use on undergraduate courses.

Trusts: A Modern Analysis clearly explains the fundamental legal structure of the law of trusts in the context of private law. Through this fresh and analytical approach to the law of trusts, Robert Chambers looks at how the subject has progressed, and how the key issues can be better categorized to reflect these changes. His use of plain language and relaxed written style will help readers to achieve a deeper understanding of traditional trust concepts and how these are currently being used to solve modern legal problems.

Readership: Undergraduates studying courses in equity and trusts as part of their degree courses, and others seeking a concise introduction to the subject.

Clarendon Law Series

March 2014

BIC: Equity & trusts, Restitution

Trusts: A Modern Analysis
Robert Chambers, University College London

Vorticism: New Perspectives
Mark Antliff, Duke University, and Scott W. Klein, Wake Forest University

Changes how we understand early twentieth-century avant-garde culture in Britain, America, and Europe.

First study to put Vorticism in its proper international context.

Vorticism addresses the seminal innovations in theatre, literature, and poetry as well as Vorticist painting, sculpture, print making, and photography that encompassed the Vorticism art movement.

Readership: In the present intellectual environment where visual studies and literature are ever more intermeshed, and in which the early British avant-garde receives increasing attention, the collection promises to attract a broad and diverse audience of modernists and art historians, as well as visitors who attended the landmark exhibit, co-curated by Antliff, from which the collection grew. 2014 will mark the centenary of Vorticism.

OUP USA

October 2013

BIC: Literary studies: from c 1900, Art forms.

The Literary Thing: History, Poetry, and the Making of a Modern Literary Culture
Rosinka Chaudhuri, Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta

Covers an important but hitherto neglected area of research.

Provides snapshots of crucial literary moments of nineteenth-century Bengal.

Exploring certain cultural turning points in the history of Bengali literature, this study investigates the place of the aesthetic, the political, and the collective in the composition of a literary culture; by doing so, it reveals the relevance and significance of this sphere to our self-making as Indians.

Readership: Students and scholars of postcolonial studies, cultural studies, comparative literature, and South Asian studies, particularly scholars researching Bengali language and literature, as well as general readers interested in the making of the modern Indian literary culture.

OUP India

November 2013

BIC: Literary studies: poetry & poets, Literary studies: post-colonial literature

Modernism and Melancholia: Writing as Countermourning
Sanja Bahun, University of Essex

Argues for a long modernist century and a flexible ‘fitting’ of modernism as both a period in intellectual history and a mode of artistic expression.

Espouses that Sigmund Freud’s reworking of the concept of melancholia should be given the status of a modernist paradigm.

Modernism and Melancholia shows how a range of novels from 1913 to 1941 perform melancholia in their diction, images, metaphors, syntax, and experimental narrative techniques.

Readership: Students and scholars of modernism, comparative modernism, melancholia studies (and perhaps their successor, affect studies), comparative literature, and psychoanalytic literary criticism.

Modernist Literature and Culture No. 21
OUP USA

December 2013

2 halftones.

BIC: Literary studies: from c 1900, Psychology: emotions.

Oxford World’s Classics

61
A Will to Believe
Shakespeare and Religion
David Scott Kastan, Yale University
• Based on David Kastan’s inaugural Oxford Wells Shakespeare Lectures
• Offers a provocative account of the ways in which religion animates Shakespeare’s plays
• Provides alert, incisive and often surprising readings of Shakespeare’s major plays
• Written in a clear and accessible style

The Confusions of Young Törless
Robert Musil
Mike Mitchell and Ritchie Robertson, University of Oxford
• A new translation of Musil’s powerful first novel, a disturbing account of an adolescent’s emotional and psychological development.
• Prize-winning translator Mike Mitchell’s excellent translation channels Musil’s innovative style and richly inventive imagery.
• This edition restores the original layout approved by Musil, and which gives a unique reading experience with the variations of pace that the author intended.
• The only edition that provides a full, contextualizing introduction, by an authority on the Austrian fin de siècle from which the novel emerges, together with notes, a guide to further reading in English, and a chronology of Musil’s life.

The novel is based on the author’s own experiences at an Austrian military academy. A school story with a difference, Törless extends the scope of fiction with its non-judgemental presentation of transgressive sexuality and violence. It is a profoundly disturbing exploration of a non-moral outlook on life and of dictatorial attitudes that prefigure the outbreak of the First World War and the rise of fascism.

ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World’s Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford’s commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Readership: Students and scholars of modern fiction, German/European literature, and students of German and Austrian literature, Modernism, modern European history and the rise of fascism, and the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
The Compleat Angler
Izaak Walton and Charles Cotton

Edited by Marjorie Swann, Southern Methodist University

A new edition of the great classic of angling literature and the English countryside that celebrates its unique appeal as fishing manual, portrait of the natural world, and environmental champion.

The first edition to place The Compleat Angler in the context of eco-criticism and to highlight its focus on social relationships and the promotion of links between the human and natural worlds.

Based on the authoritative 1676 text, including both the final edition of Walton’s Angler published during the author’s lifetime, and Charles Cotton’s pioneering fly-fishing treatise, first published as Part II of the 1676 edition of The Compleat Angler.

The Compleat Angler is the most famous book ever published in the literature of sport. It is also a work whose unique celebration of the English countryside has attracted readers around the world since it first appeared in 1653. Izaak Walton issued the final version of his beloved book in 1676, accompanied by Charles Cotton’s pioneering exploration of fly-fishing. The Compleat Angler is both a manual of instruction and a vision of society in harmony with nature. It guides the novice fisherman on how to catch fishing, angling, freshwater life 

BIC:
Fishing, angling, freshwater life

Money
Émile Zola
Valerie Minogue, University of Wales

• The first new translation of this powerful novel since 1894, and the first unabridged translation in English.

• The eighteenth novel in Zola’s Rougon-Macquart series, Money has many contemporary resonances, with a financier for its central character and a plot that involves a banking crisis, illegal practices, manipulation of the press, politics, sex, and power.

• Lively new translation by Valerie Minogue, President of the Émile Zola Society in London.

• Includes a full contextualizing introduction and helpful historical notes.

‘The irresistible power of money, a lever that can lift the world. Love and money are the only things.’

Aristide Rougon, known as Saccard, is a failed property speculator determined to make his way once more in Paris. Unscrupulous, seductive, and with unbounded ambition, he schemes and manipulates his way to power. Financial undertakings in the Middle East lead to the establishment of a powerful new bank and speculation on the stock market, Saccard meanwhile conducts his love life as energetically as he does his business, and his empire is seemingly unstoppable.

Saccard, last encountered in The Kill (La Curée) in Zola’s Rougon-Macquart series, is a complex figure whose story intricately intertwines the worlds of politics, finance, and the press. The repercussions of his dealings on all levels of society resonate disturbingly with the financial scandals of more recent times. This is the first new translation for more than a hundred years, and the first unabridged translation in English. The edition includes a wide-ranging introduction and useful historical notes.

ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World’s Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford’s commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Readership: Readers interested in natural history and the British countryside, and in the environment, conservation, ecology, pastoral literature, anglers, local historians. Students of 17th-century literature, the early modern period, environmental history of England, the history of angling, and the history of sport.

February 2014
10 black and white illustrations, 4 maps
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Fishing, angling, freshwater life

Selected Fables
Jean de La Fontaine
Christopher Betts, University of Warwick

• A delightful new translation of some of La Fontaine’s best loved fables, accompanied by a selection of Gustave Doré’s superb illustrations.

• Includes a generous selection from across the original twelve books, amounting to half the total, covering the full range of fable-types.

• Christopher Betts’s translations are notable for their sensibility, sophistication, and imaginative response to the originals.

• The edition includes a contextualizing introduction, helpful notes and information on La Fontaine’s sources, a chronology and bibliography.

La Fontaine’s verse fables turned the traditional folktales derived from Aesop and a range of Oriental sources into some of the greatest, and best-loved, poetic work in French. His versions of stories such as ‘The Hare and the Tortoise’ and ‘The Wolf and the Lamb’ are witty and sophisticated, satirizing human nature in miniature dramas in which the outcome is always unpredictable. The behaviour of both animals and humans is usually centred on deception and cooperation (or the lack of it), as they cheat and fight each other, arguing about life and death, property and food, in an astonishing variety of narrative styles. The fables have long been popular with all ages, though their ironic take on contemporary society in French aristocratic circles is best appreciated by adults.

This new translation by Christopher Betts matches the original in inventiveness and subtlety. It includes half of the fables first published in twelve books between 1668 and 1693, across the full range of subjects and themes. The fables are illustrated with a selection of Gustave Doré’s majestic engravings, and an introduction offers insights into La Fontaine’s life and literary artistry.

Readership: Readers of poetry, French literature, folklore and fable, those interested in French cultural history, students of 17th-century French literature, history, and culture, comparative literature, folklore.

March 2014
23 engravings by Gustave Doré
BIC: Poetry by individual poets, Cultural studies
The Oxford Handbook of Propaganda Studies
Edited by Jonathan Auerbach, University of Maryland, and Russ Castronovo, University of Wisconsin-Madison

- Expands the concept of propaganda from politics and war to advertising, media, public relations, education, religion, and business
- Presents authoritative views on a field that has for so long been characterized by imprecision

In addition to dealing with the thorny question of definition, the handbook will take up an expansive set of assumptions and a full range of approaches that move propaganda beyond political campaigns and warfare to examine a wide array of cultural contexts and practices.

Readership: Scholars and students of Modernism and media, as well as anyone interested in politics and communication as they relate to literature and history

Oxford Handbooks of Literature (OUP USA)
January 2014
£97.00, AB, 978-0-19-976441-9, Hardback, 480pp.
30 halftones
BIC: Literary studies: from c 1900 -, Social & cultural history

The Visible Text
Textual Production and Reproduction from Beowulf to Maus
Thomas A. Bredehoft

- New addition to the Oxford Textual Perspectives series
- Offers broad coverage of different periods of English literature
- Links literary history to book history
- Includes numerous specific examples

The Visible Text offers a brand new vision of both literary history and the history of the book. Written accessibly, and with a minimum of specialist terminology or jargon, the book should be useful to those interested in literature, books, and the history of ideas, from undergraduates to professional scholars.

Readership: Students and scholars of English literature; students and scholars with an interest in the history of the book

Oxford Textual Perspectives
January 2014
25 black-and-white illustrations
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Literary studies: general, Cultural studies

Murder Most Foul
Hamlet Through the Ages
David Bevington, University of Chicago

- Broad coverage of Shakespeare’s perennially fascinating play in performance, criticism, and publishing
- Brings together the fruits of Shakespeare studies to provide an overview of one of the most seminal pieces of literature in the canon

What is it about Hamlet that has made it such a vital work in English drama and literature? David Bevington argues that the staging, criticism, and editing of Hamlet go hand in hand over the centuries, from 1599-1600 to the present day, to such a remarkable extent that the history of Hamlet can be seen as a kind of paradigm for the cultural history of the English-speaking world.

Readership: Students and scholars of Shakespeare, theatre-goes

January 2014
21 black-and-white halftones
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Shakespeare studies & criticism, Shakespeare plays

Antipodean America
Australasia and the Constitution of U.S. Literature
Paul Giles, The University of Sydney

- First major study on how Australasia has shaped the trajectory of what is now known as American literature
- Fresh and incisive readings of central figures in American literature, including Ben Franklin, Charles Brockden Brown, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and Mark Twain

A sweeping study that spans two continents and over three hundred years of literary history, Antipodean America identifies the surprising affinities between Australian and American literature.

Readership: Scholars of transnational American studies and also scholars in Anglophone and modernist studies more broadly.

Oxford Studies in American Literary History No. 5 (OUP USA)
January 2014
20 halftones
BIC: Literary studies: from c 1900 -, History of the Americas

www.oxfordscholarship.com
The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri

Volume 3: Paradiso
Edited and translated by Robert M. Durling. UC Santa Cruz, Notes by Ronald L. Martinez, Brown University, and Dante Alighieri.

- Notes not only illuminate the Paradiso, but stress the links among all three volumes of the Commedia, something seldom done in other editions.
- Original Italian appears on the left-hand page, opposite the English language translations, allowing for easy comparisons and reference.

Durling's precise and powerful translation of Paradiso appears alongside the original Italian text recounting Dante's journey through heaven, with the beautiful Beatrice. The end of each canto contains thorough yet succinct notes by Durling and Ronald Martinez that acquaint the reader with Dante's medieval world and his reference points.

Readership: Poetry lovers, students of Italian literature, comparative literature, the epic genre.

[OUP USA] January 2014

Stage, Stake, and Scaffold
Humans and Animals in Shakespeare's Theatre
Andreas Höfele, University of Munich
- A fascinating new angle on early modern theatre with fresh readings of major Shakespeare plays. Reveals the remarkable similarities between the stage of the playhouse, the bear-baiting arena, and the scaffold of public execution.

In Shakespeare's London, the stage of the playhouse, the stage of the bear-baiting arena, and the scaffold of public execution constituted an ensemble of related spectacles that shared the same audiences. Andreas Höfele argues that this generated a powerful exchange of images and a spill-over of animal features into Shakespeare's characters.

Readership: Students and scholars of Shakespeare and early modern literature more generally, as well as historians and anthropologists.

January 2014
11 black-and-white halftones
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

BIC: Shakespeare studies & criticism, Literary studies: c 1500 to c 1800

Living Oil
Petroleum Culture in the American Century
Stephanie LeMenager, UC Santa Barbara
- Engages with a wide spectrum of cultural forms: museum exhibits, poetry, documentary film, fiction, and still photography.
- Contributes to the emerging scholarship on peak oil and the transition to more durable, resilient, and sustainable forms of energy.

Drawing on novels, film, and photographs, Living Oil offers a literary and cultural history of modern environmentalism and petroleum in America.

Readership: Scholars of literature, film, environmental history, and American Studies; readers concerned with environmental justice and sustainability.

January 2014

BIC: Literary studies: c 1500 to c 1800, Literary studies: plays & playwrights

The Oxford Anthology of Tudor Drama
Edited by Greg Walker, University of Edinburgh
- A comprehensive anthology of Tudor Drama providing students, actors and readers with a view of the whole of the dramatic canon in the long 16th century.
- A useful sister volume to The Oxford Handbook of Tudor Drama.
- Sets Shakespeare's 'Tudor' work in the context of the traditions that informed his own writing and practice.
- Provides plays in full, without cuts or extracts.
- Gives modern spelling editions of all the plays, newly edited from original sources.

The first comprehensive anthology of the century of English drama from the medieval mysteries to the Shakespearean stage. It provides easily accessible, modern English texts of sixteen of the most exciting English plays from the York Creation pageant to The Comedy of Errors, all edited from original sixteenth century sources.

Anyone wanting to understand the history of the English stage from the earliest surviving interludes to the early Shakespeare will find this collection essential reading.

Readership: Students of medieval and Renaissance drama; general readers with an interest in drama of the period, actors and theatre professionals.

January 2014

BIC: Literary studies: c 1500 to c 1800, Literary studies: plays & playwrights
The Majesty of the People
Popular Sovereignty and the Role of the Writer in the 1790s
Georgina Green, University of York
- Engages with present day political theory concerning sovereignty and democracy
- Provides stimulating new connections between the political theories of the eighteenth century and recent political theory

In looking closely at how theories about the role of the intellectual or the writer are developed as part of the 1790s contestation of the concept of the majesty of the people, this book contributes to understanding of authorship and the rise of culture in this period. This book focuses on the writing of figures that advance various conceptions of the role of the intellectual in relation to the Majesty of the People.

Readership: Students and scholars of Romantic literature; historians of the 1790s and eighteenth century

Oxford English Monographs
February 2014
£60.00, AO, 978-0-19-968906-4; Hardback, 248pp.
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Literary studies: c 1700 to c 1800; Modern history to 20th century: c 1700 to c 1900

The Drama of Ideas
Platonic Provocations in Theater and Philosophy
Martin Puchner, Harvard
- Winner of the Joe A. Callaway Prize
- Puts forward a powerful argument for Plato’s influence on the major European dramatists of the twentieth century
- Provides a provocative account of theater history

Most philosophy has rejected the theater, denouncing it as a place of illusion or moral decay; the theater in turn has rejected philosophy, insisting that drama deals in actions, not ideas. Challenging both views, The Drama of Ideas shows that theater and philosophy have been crucially intertwined from the start.

Readership: Drama fans; readers of NYROB; The New Republic, Book Forum; scholars of drama and comparative literature; scholars of philosophy.

(OUP USA)
February 2014
£14.99, AE, 978-0-19-973032-2; 7 halftones
BIC: Literary studies: plays & playwrights; Literary studies: general

Jane Austen’s Erotic Advice
Sarah Raff, Pomona College
- Fresh and insightful study of what is, after all, the most intriguing and mysterious aspect of Austen’s appeal: her critical art of romance
- Each chapter explores a single Austen novel as it illuminates a particular aspect of the embircation of romance and instruction
- Develops an original and audacious method for reading the novels, navigating effectively amongst narratology, biography, and reception studies

Raff traces Austen’s increasingly bibilal narrative presence (from early experiments in the narrator-reader relationship, to the seductive appeal of Mr Darcy and Elizabeth Bennett in Pride and Prejudice, and on to the outright authorial initiation of Emma, Persuasion, and Northanger Abbey), while simultaneously offering analysis of her biography that connects prose and life.

Readership: Austen scholars and ‘friends of Jane’, and more broadly all who are interested in the history of the novel

(OUP USA)
February 2014
BIC: Literary studies: fiction, novelists & prose writers, Literary studies: c 1800 to c 1900

Giving Women
Alliance and Exchange in Victorian Culture
Jill Rappaport, University of Kentucky
- Recovers importance of gift exchange to Victorian culture
- Offers access to new sources through extensive archival research, including groundbreaking work on the early Salvation Army
- Includes and discusses 25 rare images

In literature and social activism, Victorian women used gift exchanges to establish kinship and political alliances. In Giving Women, Jill Rappaport argues that through intimate gifts that ranged from small tokens to their own bodies, they achieved both personal and public agency, mobilizing networks outside of marriage and the market to advance legal, scientific, and religious reforms.

Readership: Scholars and students of nineteenth-century English literature, historical, and cultural studies

(OUP USA)
February 2014
BIC: Literature studies: c 1800 to c 1900; Literary studies: from c 1900 -

The Oxford Handbook of American Drama
Edited by Jeffrey H. Richards, and Heather S. Nathans, University of Maryland
- The most comprehensive multi-authored book on American drama currently in print
- Covers the origins of theatre in North America, major dramatic developments in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, and new work and trends in the twenty-first
- Offers the advantage of comprehensive views along with developed examples from hundreds of plays

This ambitious collection of essays will cover American drama in its entirety—from its inception in colonial America, through its many incarnations in the nineteenth century, to its zenith in the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.

Readership: Scholars and students of drama and theatre studies, and also anyone with a general interest in American theatre more broadly

Oxford Handbooks of Literature
(OUP USA)
February 2014
£69.99, AB, 978-0-19-973206-9
BIC: Literary studies: general; Theatre studies
Novel Craft
Victorian Domestic Handcraft and Nineteenth-Century Fiction
Talia Schaffer, Queens College

- Provides a new lens through which to view Victorian literature with regard to economic history and material culture
- Offers fresh readings of canonical novels by Gaskell and Dickens while recovering two little-known works by Charlotte Yonge and Margaret Oliphant

Readership: Scholars of Victorian literature with a strong interest in material culture and the new economic criticism.

(JUP USA)
February 2014
31 halftones
BIC: Literary studies: fiction, novelists & prose writers

The American Novel 1870-1940 Volume 6
Edited by Priscilla Wald, Duke University, and Michael A. Elliott, Emory University

- Consistently interdisciplinary, reading the novel in conjunction with the visual arts, the early cinema, Hollywood, the rise of the social sciences, medicine and technology, and Native American rights

This volume highlights the development of the American novel within the context of global networks of influence and will cover topics like Reconstruction and the novel, the immigrant bildungsroman, early cinema and the novel, religious narratives, the innovations of Henry James, comics and the novel, and hardened detective fiction, among many others.

Readership: Scholars and students of American literature.

Oxford History of the Novel in English No. 6
(JUP USA)
February 2014
17 halftones
BIC: Literary studies: from c 1900 -, Literary studies: fiction, novelists & prose writers

The Oxford Handbook of Applied Bayesian Analysis
Edited by Anthony O’Hagan, University of Sheffield, UK, and Mike West, Duke University, USA

- Editors and contributors are world leaders in their fields
- Applications cover just about every topical area of science, technology, and commerce
- Applications are all in real, engaging, societally important, and demanding problems, and discuss basic aspects of the path to solution as well as “big picture” questions
- Captures the breadth and essence of applied Bayesian analysis in a clear, concise, single-volume

Bayesian analysis has developed rapidly in applications in the last two decades and research in Bayesian methods remains dynamic and fast-growing. This Handbook explores contemporary Bayesian analysis across a variety of application areas. Chapters written by leading exponents of applied Bayesian analysis showcase the scientific ease and natural application of Bayesian modelling, and present solutions to real, engaging, societally important and demanding problems.

Readership: This Handbook will be of interest to statisticians and quantitative researchers requiring a broad overview of the applications of Bayesian Statistics, or those interested in solutions to specific problems. It will be a major reference source for researchers to venture further into these exciting and challenging application areas.

Oxford Handbooks in Mathematics
November 2013
£35.00, AB, 978-0-19-870317-4, Paperback, 928pp.
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Probability & statistics, Applied mathematics

Perspectives on his Life and Work
Edited by Raymond Flood, Gresham College, Mark McCartney, University of Ulster, and Andrew Whitaker, Queen’s University of Belfast

- Provides clear accessible perspectives of different aspects of Maxwell’s life.
- Assembles in a single volume research on James Clerk Maxwell that would otherwise be out of the reach of the general reader.
- Will be of interest to audiences from a variety of disciplines: history, mathematics, physics, etc.
- Will serve as a useful resource for specialists and will provide an impetus towards further research on the subject.
- The book may be read from cover to cover, or just dipped into by reading random chapters.

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) was one of the most important mathematical physicists of all time, coming only after Newton and Einstein.

In scientific terms his immortality is enshrined in electromagnetism and Maxwell’s equations, but as this book shows, there was much more to Maxwell than electromagnetism, both in terms of his science and his wider life. Maxwell’s life and contributions to science are so rich that they demand the expertise of a range of academics - physicists, mathematicians, and historians of science and literature - to do him justice. The various chapters will enable Maxwell to be seen from a range of perspectives.

Early chapters deal with wider aspects of his life in time and place before looking in more detail at his wide ranging contributions to science, with concluding chapters on Maxwell’s poetry and Christian faith. Each chapter is self-contained and can be read independently of the others.

Readership: Historians of mathematics, physics, science and ideas as well as historically-minded physicists and mathematicians.

January 2014
77 b&w illustrations, 10 colour illustrations
Available as an Ebook
BIC: History of mathematics, History of science
Stochastic Analysis and Diffusion Processes

Gopinath Kallianpur, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and P Sundar, Louisiana State University

- Clear exposition to aid understanding of the subject
- Precision with full proofs of results
- Mathematically rigorous to prepare graduate students for research work
- Provides a good introduction by building the theory from ground level
- Guide to important topics

Mathematical models in physics, engineering, biology, finance theory, and other fields are inherently stochastic rather than deterministic. Stochastic analysis provides the mathematics needed to understand any evolving phenomenon in the face of uncertainties. Stochastic Analysis and Diffusion Processes presents a simple, coherent introduction to stochastic calculus.

This book starts right from the concept of random processes and Brownian motion and builds the theory and research directions in a self-contained manner. The book grew out of the authors’ lecture notes developed for teaching stochastic analysis over a number of years.

Examples are given throughout the book to illustrate concepts and results. In addition, exercises are given at the end of each chapter. The book is written for graduate students, young researchers and applied scientists who are interested in stochastic processes and their applications. The reader is assumed to be familiar with probability theory at graduate level. The book can be used as a text for a graduate course on Stochastic Analysis.

Readership: Graduate students, researchers and applied scientists interested in stochastic processes and their applications.

Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics No. 24

Stochastics, Probability & statistics

Available as an Ebook
£65.00, 978-0-19-965706-3, Hardback

January 2014

Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics No. 24

and their applications.

applied scientists interested in stochastic processes

Graduate students, researchers and

Readership:

on Stochastic Analysis.

The book is written for graduate students, young researchers and applied scientists who are interested in stochastic processes and their applications. The reader is assumed to be familiar with an original Theory of Linear Structures.

Readership: Mathematicians, physicists, and philosophers

February 2014

£50.00, 978-0-19-980130-9, Hardback, 376pp.

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

BIC: Philosophy of mathematics, Topology

New Foundations for Physical Geometry

The Theory of Linear Structures

Tim Maudlin, New York University

- An ambitious new approach to topology
- Introduces the topic for non-specialists
- Offers physicists a radically new way of describing space-time

Topology is the mathematical study of the most basic geometrical structure of a space. Mathematical physics uses topological spaces as the formal means for describing physical space and time. Tim Maudlin proposes a completely new mathematical structure for describing geometrical notions such as continuity, connectedness, boundaries of sets, and so on, in order to provide a better mathematical tool for understanding space-time. He begins with a brief historical review of the development of mathematics as it relates to geometry and an overview of standard topology, and goes on to develop his original Theory of Linear Structures.

Readership: Mathematicians, physicists, and philosophers

February 2014

£50.00, 978-0-19-870130-9, Hardback, 376pp.

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

BIC: Philosophy of mathematics, Topology

Epidemiology and the People’s Health

Theory and Context

Nancy Krieger

- The first comprehensive assessment of epidemiological theories concerning the major drivers of group differences in health by race, class, and place
- Provides a thorough history of the debates surrounding diverse epidemiologic theories, unearthing new insights
- Blends social, biological, political, and ecological factors into a multifaceted and comprehensive look at epidemiologic theory as a rich tapestry

This concise, conceptually rich, and accessible book is a rallying cry for a return to the study and discussion of epidemiologic theory: what it is, why it matters, how it has changed over time, and its implications for improving population health and promoting health equity. By tracing its history and contours from ancient societies on through the development of—and debates within—contemporary epidemiology worldwide, Dr. Krieger shows how epidemiologic theory has long shaped epidemiologic practice, knowledge, and the politics of public health.

Readership: Graduate students, undergraduate students, public health professionals

Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics No. 24

January 2014


Available as an Ebook

BIC: Mathematics, Probability & statistics
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LATE ANNOUNCEMENT

New Foundations for Physical Geometry

The Theory of Linear Structures

Tim Maudlin, New York University

- An ambitious new approach to topology
- Introduces the topic for non-specialists
- Offers physicists a radically new way of describing space-time

Topology is the mathematical study of the most basic geometrical structure of a space. Mathematical physics uses topological spaces as the formal means for describing physical space and time. Tim Maudlin proposes a completely new mathematical structure for describing geometrical notions such as continuity, connectedness, boundaries of sets, and so on, in order to provide a better mathematical tool for understanding space-time. He begins with a brief historical review of the development of mathematics as it relates to geometry and an overview of standard topology, and goes on to develop his original Theory of Linear Structures.

Readership: Mathematicians, physicists, and philosophers

February 2014

£50.00, 978-0-19-980130-9, Hardback, 376pp.

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

BIC: Philosophy of mathematics, Topology

Epidemiology and the People’s Health

Theory and Context

Nancy Krieger

- The first comprehensive assessment of epidemiological theories concerning the major drivers of group differences in health by race, class, and place
- Provides a thorough history of the debates surrounding diverse epidemiologic theories, unearthing new insights
- Blends social, biological, political, and ecological factors into a multifaceted and comprehensive look at epidemiologic theory as a rich tapestry

This concise, conceptually rich, and accessible book is a rallying cry for a return to the study and discussion of epidemiologic theory: what it is, why it matters, how it has changed over time, and its implications for improving population health and promoting health equity. By tracing its history and contours from ancient societies on through the development of—and debates within—contemporary epidemiology worldwide, Dr. Krieger shows how epidemiologic theory has long shaped epidemiologic practice, knowledge, and the politics of public health.

Readership: Graduate students, undergraduate students, public health professionals

Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics No. 24

January 2014


Available as an Ebook

BIC: Mathematics, Probability & statistics

Combined Parent-Child Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
An Approach to Empower Families At-Risk for Child Physical Abuse
Melissa K. Runyon and Esther Deblinger, CARES Institute at the School of Osteopathic Medicine
- Effective as both prevention and intervention for child physical abuse in families
- Evidence-based model shown to reduce use of corporal punishment, reduce children’s trauma symptoms, and improve parenting skills and parent-child relationships

Programs That Work
- OUP USA
- November 2013
- £37.50, AE, 978-0-19-991688-7, Paperback, 304pp
- BIC: Clinical psychology

Prevention Practice in Primary Care
Sherri Sheinfeld Gorin
- OUP USA
- November 2013
- £32.50, AE, 978-0-19-933496-4, Paperback, 272pp
- BIC: Clinical psychology, Psychiatry

Fires, Fuel, and the Fate of 3 Billion
The State of the Energy Impoverished
Gautam N. Yadama, Washington University in St. Louis, and Photographs by Mark Katzman
- The first book aimed at a lay audience that examines the complex relationship between cookstoves and health in the developing world
- Extraordinary original color photographs illustrating the complex nature of biomass dependence and combustion in traditional stoves

Fires, Fuel, and the Fate of 3 Billion examines the complex nexus of issues at play in the developing world’s use of crude cookstoves — factors such as poverty, energy, environment, and gender inequality. Melding succinct prose, scientific synthesis, and unforgettable images of communities in rural India, this multidisciplinary work aims to prompt new awareness of a wicked problem: how families can depend on, and be plagued by, crude cookstoves.

Readerships: Academics and lay readers interested in environmental engineering, public health, sociology, social work, and gender studies; governments and other multi-nationals keen to promote improved cookstoves and other clean energy interventions to reduce chronic disease caused by black soot.

- OUP USA
- November 2013
- BIC: Public health & preventive medicine, Social work
LATE ANNOUNCEMENT

Atlas of EEG, Seizure Semiology, and Management

Second Edition
Karl E. Misulis, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, United States

• Provides the reader with the full spectrum of EEG from performance and interpretation to diagnosis and treatment
• Richly illustrated throughout

Atlas of EEG, Seizure Semiology, & Management is a richly illustrated guide to the performance and interpretation of EEG, and management of epilepsy. Revised and updated in its Second Edition, this new text features hundreds of detailed EEGs, and covers the science in extensive scope and detail, beginning with basic electronics and physiology through EEG interpretation, epilepsy diagnosis, and ultimately epilepsy management. The new edition also includes all basic classifications and definitions of seizures and epilepsy.

Readerships: Residents and practitioners in neurology; fellows in epilepsy; and fellows in EEG and clinical neurophysiology

(OUP USA) December 2013
BIC: Neurology & clinical neurophysiology

The AIDS Generation: Stories of Survival and Resilience

Perry N. Halkitis, New York University

• The first book to document the life experience of HIV long-term survivors
• Will serve as a key scientific and historical document on the history of AIDS, history of public health, and the life experiences of the generation that was so adversely affected by the AIDS epidemic

The AIDS Generation: Stories of Survival and Resilience takes readers on the real-life journeys of gay men who were infected with HIV as young men and have survived to enter middle age. The book examines the tumultuous life paths of these men and the strategies they used to survive the epidemic.

Readerships: This work should be targeted to academic audiences, both researchers and clinicians, including psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, as well as public health, medical and other professionals working in the field of HIV/AIDS and more broadly with chronic disease populations. The book provides insights on how individuals manage disease and the resilience in surviving a deadly infection.

(OUP USA) December 2013
BIC: Public health & preventive medicine, HIV / AIDS

Lean Behavioral Health

The Kings County Hospital Story

Edited by Joseph Merlino, Jill Bowen, and Joanna Omi, New York City Health & Hospitals Corporation, USA

• First scholarly book on ECT in children and adolescents
• Authors have firsthand using the methods discussed

This is a pioneering book about the use of ECT in adolescents who are diagnosed with severe, disabling psychiatric disorders or fail conventional treatment. The book is a comprehensive resource and includes multiple aspects about optimum use of ECT. Included are a review of the literature, firsthand experience of the authors, and case descriptions making it an invaluable guide to treatment.

Readerships: Psychiatrists, child psychiatrists, neurologists, pediatricians, medical students, nurses, social workers and psychologists.

(OUP USA) December 2013
BIC: Psychiatry

Electroconvulsive Therapy in Children and Adolescents

Edited by Neera Ghaziuddin, University of Michigan, USA, and Garry Walter, University of Sydney, Australia

• First scholarly book on ECT in children and adolescents
• Authors have firsthand using the methods discussed

Electroconvulsive Therapy in Children and Adolescents is a pioneering book about the use of ECT in adolescents who are diagnosed with severe, disabling psychiatric disorders or fail conventional treatment. The book is a comprehensive resource and includes multiple aspects about optimum use of ECT. Included are a review of the literature, firsthand experience of the authors, and case descriptions making it an invaluable guide to treatment.

Readerships: Psychiatrists, child psychiatrists, neurologists, pediatricians, medical students, nurses, social workers and psychologists.

(OUP USA) December 2013
BIC: Neurology & clinical neurophysiology

Humans in Nature

The World As We Find It and the World As We Create It

Gregory E. Kaebnick, The Hastings Center

• Provides a comparative study of concerns about the environment, ag bio, syn bio, and human enhancement
• Presents an unusual middle way: a qualified defense of concerns about nature that grants them legitimacy while limiting their force

Should there be limits to the human alteration of the natural world? Through a study of debates about the environment, agricultural biotechnology, synthetic biology, and human enhancement, Gregory E. Kaebnick argues that such moral concerns about nature can be legitimate but are also complex, contestable, and politically limited.

Readerships: bioethicists; environmental ethicists; scholars and upper-level undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in questions about the human relationship to nature; including historians, medical historians, philosophers, biologists, and political scientists; anyone interested in the biotechnological issues addressed here.

(OUP USA) December 2013
BIC: Medical ethics & professional conduct

Buried in Treasures

Help for Compulsive Acquiring, Saving, and Hoarding

Second Edition
David Tolin, Yale University School of Medicine, Randy O. Frost, Smith College, and Gail Steketee, Boston University School of Social Work

• Self-assessments to determine the severity of the problem
• Tips and tools for organizing your possessions and filing papers

This fully updated Second Edition of Buried in Treasures outlines a scientifically based, effective program for helping those with hoarding disorder dig their way out of the clutter and chaos of their homes.

Readerships: Those with hoarding disorder, their families, and friends.

Treatments That Work

(OUP USA) December 2013
Previous Edition: 9780195300581
BIC: Clinical psychology, Psychiatry
A Nation in Pain
Healing our Biggest Health Problem
Judy Foreman
Based on interviews with hundreds of scientists and many hundreds of research studies
Written in an informal, conversational tone, and accessible to anyone interested in pain
Written with compassion and featuring inspiring stories of patients’ struggles as well as the wisdom of hundreds of up-to-date research studies, this is the most comprehensive look yet at the biggest health problem this nation faces - chronic pain.
Readership: Physicians, researchers, health professionals, and anyone who suffers from chronic pain or knows someone who does.

Oxford Handbook of General Practice
Fourth Edition
Chantal Simon, Banks and Bearwood Medical Practice, Bournemout, Dorset, UK, Hazel Everitt, Southhampton University, UK, Francoise van Dorp, Brentford, Essex, UK, and Matthew Burks, Flanshamp Park Health Centre, Bognor Regis, UK
Written by GPs for GPs
Provides comprehensive coverage on all aspects of general practice
Contains practical guidance, with hands on advice from experienced GPs, with clinical and emergency sections clearly marked for rapid access

New to this edition:
• The general practice section has been fully updated to reflect the government changes to the GP contract
• All sections have been revised, followed the latest clinical guidelines and management practices, and in line with the GP curriculum

Fully revised to reflect the new changes to the GP contract, this fourth edition of the best-selling Oxford Handbook of General Practice provides a practical guide to all aspects of general practice, from vital clinical information, to valuable practical guidance from experienced GPs. This is the essential guide for all those working in general practice.

Comprehensively covering everything a doctor will need to work in, or manage a GP practice, this handbook will ensure the reader is always up-to-date with the latest guidelines, the most recent protocols, and cutting-edge clinical information. With concise, bullet-point information presented in the trusted Oxford Handbook style, the chapters are now colour coded to ensure the reader can find vital emergency or clinical information without delay. Fully illustrated, and now packed with even more figures, diagrams and tables to improve ease-of-reference, the reader will always have the information they need at their fingertips.
Readership: General practitioners, GPs in training, medical students and allied health professionals working in the community.

Oxford Medical Handbooks
March 2014
£24.99, AE, 978-0-19-967103-8, Flexicover, 1,200pp
158 full colour illustrations
Previous Edition: 9780199236107
Available as an Ebook
BIC: General practice, Medicine: general issues

Cancer Virus
The story of Epstein-Barr Virus
Dorothy H. Crawford, Ingólfur Johannessen, University Of Edinburgh, and Alan Rickinson, University of Birmingham
The first account of the discovery and importance of the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
Tells the fascinating story of the virus that can cause cancer
Includes a number of interesting characters and personal accounts relating to the discovery
Demonstrates the global impact the discovery had
Written by three leading virologists who have contributed significantly to the understanding of EBV
The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) was discovered in 1964. At the time, the very idea of a virus underlying a cancer was revolutionary. Cancer is, after all, not catching. Even now, the idea of a virus causing cancer surprises many people. But Epstein-Barr is fascinating for other reasons too. Almost everyone carries it, yet it is only under certain circumstances that it produces disease. It has been associated with different, apparently unrelated, diseases in different populations: Burkitt’s Lymphoma, producing tumours in the jaw, in African children; a nasal tumour in China; glandular fever in Europe and the USA; and the majority of cases of Hodgkin’s Disease everywhere.
This book tells the story of the discovery of the virus, and the recognition of its connection with these various diseases - an account that spans the world and involves some remarkable characters and individual stories.
Readership: Popular science readers interested in the biological sciences and the history of medicine.

February 2014
Approximately 12 black and white images
BIC: Popular science, Medical microbiology & virology

Oxford Medical Handbooks
March 2014
158 full colour illustrations
Previous Edition: 9780199236107
Available as an Ebook
BIC: General practice, Medicine: general issues

A Nation in Pain
Healing our Biggest Health Problem
Judy Foreman
Based on interviews with hundreds of scientists and many hundreds of research studies
Written in an informal, conversational tone, and accessible to anyone interested in pain
Written with compassion and featuring inspiring stories of patients’ struggles as well as the wisdom of hundreds of up-to-date research studies, this is the most comprehensive look yet at the biggest health problem this nation faces - chronic pain.
Readership: Physicians, researchers, health professionals, and anyone who suffers from chronic pain or knows someone who does.

Oxford Handbook of General Practice
Fourth Edition
Chantal Simon, Banks and Bearwood Medical Practice, Bournemout, Dorset, UK, Hazel Everitt, Southhampton University, UK, Francoise van Dorp, Brentford, Essex, UK, and Matthew Burks, Flanshamp Park Health Centre, Bognor Regis, UK
Written by GPs for GPs
Provides comprehensive coverage on all aspects of general practice
Contains practical guidance, with hands on advice from experienced GPs, with clinical and emergency sections clearly marked for rapid access

New to this edition:
• The general practice section has been fully updated to reflect the government changes to the GP contract
• All sections have been revised, following the latest clinical guidelines and management practices, and in line with the GP curriculum

Fully revised to reflect the new changes to the GP contract, this fourth edition of the best-selling Oxford Handbook of General Practice provides a practical guide to all aspects of general practice, from vital clinical information, to valuable practical guidance from experienced GPs. This is the essential guide for all those working in general practice.

Comprehensively covering everything a doctor will need to work in, or manage a GP practice, this handbook will ensure the reader is always up-to-date with the latest guidelines, the most recent protocols, and cutting-edge clinical information. With concise, bullet-point information presented in the trusted Oxford Handbook style, the chapters are now colour coded to ensure the reader can find vital emergency or clinical information without delay. Fully illustrated, and now packed with even more figures, diagrams and tables to improve ease-of-reference, the reader will always have the information they need at their fingertips.
Readership: General practitioners, GPs in training, medical students and allied health professionals working in the community.

Oxford Medical Handbooks
March 2014
£24.99, AE, 978-0-19-967103-8, Flexicover, 1,200pp
158 full colour illustrations
Previous Edition: 9780199236107
Available as an Ebook
BIC: General practice, Medicine: general issues

Cancer Virus
The story of Epstein-Barr Virus
Dorothy H. Crawford, Ingólfur Johannessen, University Of Edinburgh, and Alan Rickinson, University of Birmingham
The first account of the discovery and importance of the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
Tells the fascinating story of the virus that can cause cancer
Includes a number of interesting characters and personal accounts relating to the discovery
Demonstrates the global impact the discovery had
Written by three leading virologists who have contributed significantly to the understanding of EBV
The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) was discovered in 1964. At the time, the very idea of a virus underlying a cancer was revolutionary. Cancer is, after all, not catching. Even now, the idea of a virus causing cancer surprises many people. But Epstein-Barr is fascinating for other reasons too. Almost everyone carries it, yet it is only under certain circumstances that it produces disease. It has been associated with different, apparently unrelated, diseases in different populations: Burkitt’s Lymphoma, producing tumours in the jaw, in African children; a nasal tumour in China; glandular fever in Europe and the USA; and the majority of cases of Hodgkin’s Disease everywhere.
This book tells the story of the discovery of the virus, and the recognition of its connection with these various diseases - an account that spans the world and involves some remarkable characters and individual stories.
Readership: Popular science readers interested in the biological sciences and the history of medicine.

February 2014
Approximately 12 black and white images
BIC: Popular science, Medical microbiology & virology
Migration, Ethnicity, Race, and Health in Multicultural Societies

Second Edition

Raj S. Bhopal, University of Edinburgh

- Discusses concepts of race and ethnicity in an integrated way, enabling the reader to build up a solid foundation of knowledge.
- Practical applications of each concept are illustrated with examples, allowing the reader to learn about how basic ideas are used in practice.
- Each chapter contains educational objectives, a summary, and exercises throughout to aid and encourage interactive learning.

New to this edition

- Fully revised to make it more reader friendly, using clear language throughout and including contemporary illustrative examples such as the implications of the Human Genome Project on the biology underlying racial and ethnic differences.

Migration, Ethnicity, Race, and Health in Multicultural Societies provides an accessible introduction to the complex issues of race, ethnicity, and minority populations. The book explains the process of migration and the uses and misuses of the key concepts of race and ethnicity, illustrating their strengths and weaknesses in epidemiology, policy making, health service planning, research, health care and health promotion.

Including many examples from around the world to demonstrate the theory in a practical way, and written in a clear and straightforward style with 45 black and white photographs and line drawings, the book is written in a clear and straightforward style with 45 black and white photographs and line drawings. It enhances interactive learning and the concepts of race and ethnicity will also find this comprehensive range of core clinical topics and key professional themes.

Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Surgery

Edited by Neil Bolley, Oliver Old, Cheltenham General Hospital, UK, Frank Smith, Bristol Medical School, UK, Paul McGovern, Medway Maritime Hospital, UK, Bernadette Pereira, Royal Free Hospital NHS Trust, London, UK, and Karoline Boursicot, University of London, UK, and David Sales, Consultant in Medical Assessment, UK.

- Covers both SBAs and EMQs as popular types of assessment in one volume.
- Teases out a comprehensive range of core clinical topics and key professional themes.

Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Surgery is a brand new addition to a trusted revision series for medical undergraduates. Written by practising surgeons and edited by leading surgeons and experts in medical assessment to ensure top-quality content, this is the ultimate revision guide to surgery for undergraduates. Ace your Finals with Oxford Assess and Progress!

Readership: Students, primarily those revising for Finals, also foundation doctors who are looking to refresh their clinical surgery knowledge.

Oxford Assess and Progress

January 2014

£19.99, AG, 978-0-19-969442-9, Paperback, 360pp. 45 black and white photographs and line drawings

BIC: Surgery, Medical study & revision guides.

The Perversion of Virtue

Understanding Murder-Suicide

Thomas Joiner, Florida State University

- Offers a new perspective on one of the most difficult-to-comprehend types of violence.
- Sheds light on a topic that’s always in the news, yet under-researched and not widely understood.

In The Perversion of Virtue, suicide researcher Thomas Joiner explores the nature of murder-suicide and offers a unique new theory to explain this nearly unexplainable act: that ‘true’ murder-suicides always involve the wrongheaded invocation of one of four interpersonal virtues.

Readership: Suicidologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, counselors, and mental health professionals, as well as students and readers interested in this topic.

January 2014


BIC: Clinical psychology, Psychiatry

Oxford Handbook of Tropical Medicine

Fourth Edition

Edited by Andrew Brent, Nuffield Department of Infectious Diseases & Microbiology and Centre for Tropical Medicine, Oxford, UK, Robert Davidson, Imperial College School of Medicine, London, UK, and Anna Seale, Oxford University; KEMRI-Wellcome, CGMR-Coast, Kilifi, Kenya.

- A comprehensive reference guide, in a concise, easy-reference style.
- The authoritative guide to all essential information, from common problems to rare diseases.
- A lifetime for all medics working in tropical environments and low-resource settings.
- Practical evidence-based advice on diagnosis, clinical features, and management.

New to this edition

- Fully revised and updated, with latest clinical information and guidelines.
- Contains new images and tables to enhance ease-of-reference.

The Oxford Handbook of Tropical Medicine, fourth edition is the definitive resource for medical problems in tropical regions, and in low-resource settings. Comprehensive in scope, and concise in style, this portable guide ensures that you always have the vital information you need at your fingertips.

Fully revised and updated for its fourth edition, it includes brand new chapters on humanitarian crises, poisoning and envenomation, nosocomial infections, and antibiotic resistance. The paediatric illness sections have been expanded, and website links have been fully updated and extended. With the clear, easy-reference style of the trusted Oxford Handbook format, written and reviewed by an international team of clinical experts, this is a truly global handbook and an essential resource. Make sure you never leave home without it!

Readership: Trainers and clinicians in the tropics, medical officers working in district or rural level hospitals, or in private practice in the developing world, junior doctors on electives and medical students. Nursing and paramedical staff in the tropics.

Oxford Medical/Handbooks

January 2014

£32.99, AE, 978-0-19-969256-9, Flexicover, 1,008pp. 124 illustrations, with 34 colour plate images

BIC: Tropical medicine, Infectious & contagious diseases
A Life Course Approach to Healthy Ageing
Health and Ageing at the University College London (UCL) Diana Kuh, University College London, UK, Rachel Cooper, University College London, UK, Rebecca Hardy, University College London, UK, Marcus Richards, University College London, UK, and Yoav Ben-Shlomo from the School of Social and Community Medicine, University Bristol, UK
- Written by world expert investigators of maturing birth cohort and ageing studies, cross-cutting methodologists, and ageing research
- Draws on recent research in birth cohort studies as well as longitudinal studies starting later in life such as Healthy Ageing across the Life Course (HALCyon) collaborative programme; Measurement and Modelling of Functional Trajectories across the Life Course (FALCon) research project; and the Integrative Analysis of Longitudinal Studies of Ageing (IALSA) network
- Supplementary web material is available from www.halcyon.ac.uk

A Life Course Approach to Healthy Ageing is a synthesis of life course perspectives in epidemiology and interdisciplinary perspectives in ageing research. It brings together expert investigators of maturing birth cohort and ageing studies, cross-cutting methodologists, and authorities in ageing research and knowledge transfer from across the world in one wide-ranging volume.

Broad in scope, discussing topics from genetics to psychological and social well-being, A Life Course Approach to Healthy Ageing is a key resource for epidemiologists, social scientists, clinicians, public health physicians, policy makers and practitioners with a research interest in healthy ageing.

Readership: Epidemiologists, social scientists, clinicians, public health physicians, policy makers and practitioners with a research interest in healthy ageing.

Life Course Approach to Adult Health
January 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online
BIC: Public health & preventive medicine, Epidemiology & medical statistics

Second Edition
Alex Liakos, London Deanery, UK, and Martin Hill, Wessex Deanery, UK
Katharine Bouriscott, Reader in Medical Education, St George’s, University of London, UK, and David Sales, Consultant in Medical Assessment, UK
- Over 460 SBA’s and EMQs covering the key areas of clinical medicine that appear in undergraduate Finals
- Each question is ranked by difficulty to help you track your progress and extensive feedback explains the rationale behind each answer
- Cross-references to the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine, Ninth Edition, and to NICE guidelines and other definitive sources

New to this edition
- Over 30 brand new questions across the entire spectrum of clinical medicine
- Updated cross-references to the ninth edition of the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine
- References to journal articles and key guidelines updated to reflect innovations in the field

Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine returns for a second edition with new questions, new illustrations, and updated cross-references to the ninth edition of the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine. The Oxford Assess and Progress series is a new type of revision tool, emphasising quality over quantity. Written and edited by practicing clinicians and experts in medical education, each question is reviewed to ensure that the content is of the best standard and reflective of real medical finals. Progress to exam success with the second edition of Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine.

Readership: Medical students, particularly those approaching Finals, and Foundation doctors

January 2014
12 black and white photographs and line drawings
Previous Edition 9780199536211
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Medical study & revision guides, Cardiovascular medicine

A Practical Guide to the Interpretation of Cardio-Pulmonary Exercise Tests
William Kinnear, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust, Nottingham, UK, and John Blakey, Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Liverpool, UK
- A practical and accessible guide for all those carrying out CPEX tests, even with little prior knowledge
- Clinical scenarios, common patterns, key points, and practical tips all make this book easy to follow

Part of the Oxford Respiratory Medicine Library (ORML) series, this pocketbook guides clinicians through the parameters measured in CPEX testing so that they can understand the underlying physiology and are able to interpret the results. Clinical scenarios, common patterns, key points, and practical tips all make this book easy to follow, even for those readers who have little prior knowledge of the subject.

Readership: Respiratory physicians, cardiologists, anaesthetists, and trainees in those disciplines.

Oxford Respiratory Medicine Library
January 2014
BIC: Respiratory medicine, Cardiovascular medicine

The Complete Recovery Room Book
Fifth Edition
Anthea Hatfield, Wairarapa Hospital, Masterton, New Zealand
- The definitive guide to establishing and running an acute care unit
- Designed to help those working in the recovery room manage problems on a day-to-day basis, and to make difficult decisions

This new edition brings this important text up to date in light of the most recent literature and new drugs and techniques for monitoring are described. A new section looks ahead to the future development and design of recovery rooms and how they can contribute to patient well being.

Readership: All staff who work in the recovery room, including junior anaesthetists/surgeons, recovery room nurses, and all those involved in postoperative care

January 2014
Previous Edition 9780199532680
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Anaesthetics, Intensive care medicine

Second Edition
Alex Liakos, London Deanery, UK, and Martin Hill, Wessex Deanery, UK
Katharine Bouriscott, Reader in Medical Education, St George’s, University of London, UK, and David Sales, Consultant in Medical Assessment, UK
- Over 460 SBA’s and EMQs covering the key areas of clinical medicine that appear in undergraduate Finals
- Each question is ranked by difficulty to help you track your progress and extensive feedback explains the rationale behind each answer
- Cross-references to the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine, Ninth Edition, and to NICE guidelines and other definitive sources

New to this edition
- Over 30 brand new questions across the entire spectrum of clinical medicine
- Updated cross-references to the ninth edition of the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine
- References to journal articles and key guidelines updated to reflect innovations in the field

Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine returns for a second edition with new questions, new illustrations, and updated cross-references to the ninth edition of the Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine. The Oxford Assess and Progress series is a new type of revision tool, emphasising quality over quantity. Written and edited by practicing clinicians and experts in medical education, each question is reviewed to ensure that the content is of the best standard and reflective of real medical finals. Progress to exam success with the second edition of Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine.

Readership: Medical students, particularly those approaching Finals, and Foundation doctors

January 2014
12 black and white photographs and line drawings
Previous Edition 9780199536211
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Medical study & revision guides, Cardiovascular medicine
**Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine 9e and Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine 2e**

Murray Longmore, Ian Wilkinson, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, UK, Andrew Baldwin, Eastbourne General District Hospital, UK, Elizabeth Wallin, Addenbrookes Hospital Cambridge, UK, Alex Liakos, London Deanery, UK, and Martin Hill, Wessex Deanery, UK

- Two must-have guides to clinical medicine in one value-for-money pack
- The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine is a peerless classic in the field, and returns in a ninth edition fully updated with the latest guidelines and more illustrations than ever
- Oxford Assess and Progress: Clinical Medicine Second Edition is the ultimate revision resource for finals, with over 460 SBAs and EMQs mapped to the Handbook, plus extensive feedback and tools to track your progress.

Now in its ninth edition, the *Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine* is still a peerless classic, bringing you practical, up-to-date clinical advice and a unique outlook on the practice of medicine. This edition features a new and improved referencing system guided by a team of junior doctors, ensuring that the text is packed with valuable references to the most salient data and guidelines across the specialties. Each chapter has been updated on the advice of a team of specialists, to bring you everything you need for any eventuality on the ward or in the field.

**January 2014**

Over 600 colour line drawings and photographs

**BIC:** Clinical & internal medicine, Medical study & revision guides

**International Handbook of Threat Assessment**

Edited by J. Reid Meloy, University of California, San Diego, USA, and Jens Hoffmann, University of Darmstadt, Germany, Darmstadt

**OUP USA**

**January 2014**

£60.00, AI, 978-0-19-992455-4, Paperback, 496pp.

**BIC:** Psychiatry, Forensic medicine

**Oxford Handbook of Cardiac Nursing**

Second Edition

Edited by Kate Olson, City University, London, UK

- Fast access to concise, targeted information on all essential aspects of cardiac nursing
- Written by experienced nurses and packed full of up-to-the-minute guidance and information

New to this edition
- Includes the new resuscitation guidelines, as well as a new section on prevention of cardiac disease
- Additional topic on heart disease in pregnancy
- Each chapter now contains a handy list of key guidelines for further reference

This handbook now includes expanded information on prevention of cardiovascular disease and heart disease in pregnancy, as well as the latest resuscitation guidelines, protocols, and clinical information. New illustrations and diagrams have been added to aid clarity of information. It covers assessment, investigation, treatment, rehabilitation, and pharmaceutical interventions. Although a large part of the handbook focuses on caring for patients with coronary heart disease, many other cardiovascular problems such as valvular heart disease, congenital heart disease, and cardiomyopathies are covered. Designed to be used on the ward, in the community, and for studying and revision, it contains expert guidance, written by experienced nurses and teachers. The book is specifically laid out to enable quick access to precise, targeted information, and covers the vast majority of clinical scenarios. Unique and indispensable, the *Oxford Handbook of Cardiac Nursing* offers a wealth of information at your fingertips.

**Readership:** Cardiac nurses, specialist nurse practitioners, pre-admission nurses, rapid access chest pain clinic specialists, qualified nurses working in non-cardiac settings who regularly care for patients with cardiac problems. Also primary care nurses, paramedics, senior student nurses, and all health care professionals involved in the care of patients with cardiac problems.

**Oxford Handbooks in Nursing**

**January 2014**


**Previous Edition:** 9780198570721

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

**BIC:** Clinical & internal medicine, Nursing

**Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine**

Ninth Edition

Murray Longmore, Andrew Baldwin, Sussex, UK, Ian Wilkinson, University of Cambridge, UK, and Elizabeth Wallin, Addenbrookes’ Hospital, Cambridge, UK

- The world’s best-selling pocket medical handbook - the only choice for medical students and junior doctors
- Offers up-to-date and practical clinical advice that can be implemented at the bedside
- Clearly indexed, with colour-codes tabs and ribbons to help you navigate and find the information you need, fast
- Features over 600 colour illustrations and clinical photographs to aid diagnosis and understanding

New to this edition
- Thoroughly updated in line with new guidelines from the NHS, NICE, the Resuscitation Council, and other professional bodies
- The History and Examination chapter has been completely revamped to make it the best possible reflection of practice at the bedside

Now in its ninth edition, the *Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine* continues to be the definitive pocket-friendly guide to medicine. The culmination over 25 years of experience at the bedside and in the community, this handbook is packed with practical advice, wit, and wisdom. The *Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine* presents clinical information in a clear way that makes it easy to revise, remember, and implement on the ward. It gives reliable advice on what to do, when to do it, and how to do it, with clinical photographs and diagrams that bring theory to life. Uniquely for a medical text, this book weaves history, literature, art, and philosophy into its survey of medicine, casting new light on the specialties and encouraging the reader to see beyond the practical aspects of medicine and adopt a patient-centred approach to care.

**Readership:** Clinical medical students, junior doctors, general practitioners, nurses, and a wide range of other medical and allied health personnel.

**Oxford Medical Handbooks**

**January 2014**


**Previous Edition:** 9780199232178

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

**BIC:** Clinical & internal medicine, Surgery
Advanced Training in Anaesthesia

Edited by Jeremy Prout, University College London, Tanya Jones and Daniel Martin, Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust, UK

- The complete guide to advanced specialty training in anaesthesia
- Covers curriculum-based training requirements examined in the Final FRCA examination
- Presents material in an easily accessible double-page format to offer structured learning and revision

Advanced Training in Anaesthesia is authored by both trainees and specialists in order to create an authoritative yet accessible text. Containing everything candidates need to know to pass this final major hurdle in anaesthetic training, this book is ideal for exam revision.

A brief overview of the basic physiology of each system is provided together with important diagrams that may be required by the viva examiners. Suggestions for further reading are included for candidates wishing to read around the subjects. Topics in applied basic science are presented in a systems-based format, as laid out in the syllabus set by the Royal College of Anaesthetists, to allow for easy navigation and structured learning and revision.

Readership: Senior anaesthesia trainees, particularly those taking the Final FRCA examination. Also suitable for consultant and trainer anaesthetists in the UK and Ireland, nurse practitioners, and anaesthetic practitioners.

January 2014
£75.00, AU: 978-0-19-960995-6, Paperback, 552pp
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Anaesthetic

Psychiatry: Past, present, and prospects

Edited by Sidney Bloch, University of Melbourne and St Vincent's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, Stephen A. Green, Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington DC, USA, and Jeremy Holmes, School of Psychology, University of Exeter, UK

Psychiatry: Past, Present, and Prospect brings together perspectives from a group of highly respected psychiatrists, each with decades of experience in clinical practice. The topics covered range from scientific discoveries of all kinds, biological and psychological, advances of treatment, conceptual breakthroughs, as well as the field’s negative sides: perennial indecisiveness about the profession’s boundaries; the limitations of a narrow approach to human suffering; the retreat from the hope of a de-institutionalised, community-based psychiatry; the divide between biological treatments and psychotherapy; the technical and ethical complexities of psychiatric research; and the low priority given to psychiatry, especially but far from exclusively, in less developed countries.

Readership: Psychiatrists and allied mental health professionals, such as psychologists, psychiatric social workers, psychiatric nurses and occupational therapists, both trained and in training; the lay public who are commonly puzzled about what contemporary psychiatry has accomplished and what it may offer in the future.

February 2014
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Psychiatry

Challenging Concepts in Anaesthesia

A case-based approach with expert commentary

Edited by Phoebe Syme, University Hospitals Bristol, UK, Robert Jackson, Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, UK, and Tim Cook, Royal United Hospital, Bath, UK

- A case-based guide to challenging cases in anaesthesia and pain management, helping doctors to manage complex situations
- ‘Learning points,’ ‘Clinical tips,’ and ‘Evidence-based’ boxes highlight critical information, facilitating learning and aiding revision

Mapped to the Royal College of Anaesthetists’ matrix for CME and the FRCA syllabus, this book is ideal for continuing medical education and revalidation as well as for trainees preparing for examinations.

Readership: Anaesthetic and acute care common stem trainees, and consultant anaesthetists.

January 2014
£44.99, AU: 978-0-19-968627-8, Paperback, 320pp
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Anaesthetics
Oxford Textbook of Vasculitis
Third Edition
Edited by Gene V. Ball, Barri, J. Fessler and S. Louis Bridges, Jr., University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama, USA

• A new editor and several new chapter authors bring additional expertise to this text, making it the definitive resource on vasculitic diseases, and a must-have for all clinicians working in the field.

• New to this edition

• Full-colour illustrations and photographs throughout enhance understanding and complement clinical information.

• Includes 12 months’ access to the online version, ensuring the reader has easy access to the searchable text and downloadable images.

• The pharmacotherapy section has been revised and reorganised to include new and emerging biologic therapies.

This new, third edition of the definitive and highly-regarded textbook provides a comprehensive review of vasculitis, a fascinating array of life-threatening and minor conditions caused by inflammatory syndromes and diseases that affect the blood vessels. The text uniquely brings together concepts from both the biological and clinical aspects of vasculitis. Research in clinical immunology now invigorates the entire area of vasculitis, and shapes a rational approach to pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment, which is the substance of this text.

Readership: Rheumatologists, clinical immunologists, and general internists: it will also be of interest to dermatologists, gastroenterologists, cardiologists, pulmonologists, nephrologists, neurologists, pathologists, vascular surgeons, and pediatricians.

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Rheumatology; Dermatology

Depression in Later Life
Second Edition
Robert C. Baldwin, York House Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, United Kingdom

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Psychiatry; Geriatric medicine

Gastric and Oesophageal Surgery
Edited by M. Asif Chaudry, St Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK, Sri G. Thrumurthy, Kingston Hospital, Kingston-upon-Thames, London, UK, and Munzer Mughal, University College Hospitals, London, UK

• Succinct writing style combined with compact size make it the ideal resource for answering day-to-day questions faced on the ward or before theatre.

• Full breadth gastric and oesophageal conditions (both benign and malignant) are discussed in depth, accompanied by detailed discussion of the relevant evidence base.

This makes the book an ideal revision aid for the FRCS General Surgery exit examinations, although its breadth and depth of coverage will benefit new consultant surgeons as well as junior surgical trainees. Highly illustrated with over 110 line drawings and photographs, it is the ideal volume to refresh the memory and consolidate knowledge in clinic or before surgery.

Readership: Senior surgical trainees preparing for the FRCS General Surgery exit examinations, consultants looking to refresh their memories, and junior surgical trainees and medical students with an interest in gastric and oesophageal surgery.

Oxford Specialist Handbooks in Surgery
60 line drawings, 51 photographs (5 colour)
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Surgery; Gastrointestinal & colorectal surgery

Medical Microbiology
Second Edition
Michael Ford, Freeman Hospital, Newcastle Upon Tyne

• Written from the point of view of a laboratory biomedical scientist, making it the ideal text for biomedical science students studying microbiology.

• Self-test and discussion questions, with answers provided at the back of the book, encourage students to analyse the text and develop their problem solving skills.

Medical Microbiology covers a range of key laboratory techniques used in the diagnosis of important human diseases caused by microorganisms. From sample collection, through to analysis and laboratory investigation, the text covers a wide range of procedures and highlights how and why results are generated. The second edition has been expanded to cover a wider range of topics, and includes new chapters on parasitology, pathogenesis, and molecular diagnostics and investigation.

Readership: Undergraduates at all levels studying a practice-oriented Biomedical Science degree programme; also a useful reference text for beginning postgraduates and practicing biomedical scientists.

Fundamentals of Biomedical Science
Previous Edition: 9780199549634
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Biomedical science

Regional Anaesthesia: A Pocket Guide
Alwin Chuan, Liverpool Hospital, Sydney, Australia, and David M. Scott, Lismore Base Hospital, Lismore, New South Wales, Australia

• Slim pocketbook packed with guidance on over 30 anaesthetic blocks.

• Packed with clinical photographs and line drawings to bring theory to life.

Regional Anaesthesia: A Pocket Guide is an essential companion to the practice of regional anaesthesia for consultants and trainees in the specialty. Filled with practical advice and carefully designed for ease of use, this book is the helpful aid to practice that anaesthetists have come to expect.

Readership: Specialist anaesthetists and trainees in anaesthesiology. This book will also be of interest to emergency physicians, general practitioners with an interest in anaesthesia, and specialist nurses.

214 colour photographs and line drawings
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Anaesthesia; Pain & pain management

Deconstructing the OSCE
Edited by Duncan Harding, Kings College London, UK

• Helps exam candidates to develop generic skills and strategies to succeed in any OSCE.

• Ideal for medical trainees and undergraduate students in any specialty and can be used throughout one’s training as well as for teaching.

Ideal for trainee doctors sitting PACES, CASC or other OSCEs, medical students, allied medical practitioners, nurses and medical practitioners from overseas. Deconstructing the OSCE is full of practical advice to increase candidates’ confidence and improve the chance of success in any OSCE scenario.

Readership: Medical students, trainee doctors and other health professionals who have to pass an OSCE or similar practical clinical examination as part of their training.

Available as an Ebook
BIC: Medical study & revision guides & reference material, Medical study & revision guides

fundamentals of biomedical science covers a range of key laboratory techniques used in the diagnosis of important human diseases caused by microorganisms. From sample collection, through to analysis and laboratory investigation, the text covers a wide range of procedures and highlights how and why results are generated. The second edition has been expanded to cover a wider range of topics, and includes new chapters on parasitology, pathogenesis, and molecular diagnostics and investigation. The book is essential for undergraduate and postgraduate students, general practitioners, and medical practitioners from overseas. It is written from the point of view of a laboratory biomedical scientist, making it the ideal text for biomedical science students studying microbiology. The self-test and discussion questions, with answers provided at the back of the book, encourage students to analyse the text and develop their problem solving skills.
Integrative Nursing

Edited by Mary Jo Kreitzer, University of Minnesota, and Mary Koithan, University of Arizona

- Contains relevant case studies for the practical application of integrative nursing therapies
- Covers management of symptoms including: Stress, nausea, anxiety, depression, fatigue, pain

Integrative Nursing uses an evidence-based approach to provide nursing protocols for the management of conditions that respond well to integrative treatment. Alternative and complementary therapies are not presented as substitutes for mainstream medical care, but they are “integrated” into the overall regimen, and always subjected to critical analysis. Information is presented in an easy-to-read format in this thorough guide to integrative nursing and supportive care.

Readership: Nurses, nurse practitioners, nursing students

Well Integrative Medicine Library

(oup USA)

February 2014

£44.99, AU, 978-0-19-986073-9, Paperback, 648pp

28 Illustrations

BIC: Complementary medicine, Nursing & ancillary services

Perinatal psychiatry: the legacy of Channi Kumar

Edited by Carmine Pariente, Sue Conroy Paula Dazzan, Louise Howard, Susan Pawley, and Trudi Seneviratne, Institute of Psychiatry, UK

- Stems from a major conference organised by the Institute of Psychiatry, honouring Channi Kumar, one of the seminal figures in the history of this field
- Presents a comprehensive multidisciplinary review of the field of perinatal psychiatry, bringing together the leading researchers in this field

This book presents a comprehensive multidisciplinary review of the field of perinatal psychiatry, bringing together the leading researchers in this field, and covering the causes of perinatal mental health problems, the biology of perinatal depression and its more extreme form puerperal psychosis, psychosocial and psychological interventions, hormonal and neural substrates of perinatal depression, and risk factors and epidemiology.

Readership: Psychiatrists, mental health workers, clinical psychologists, and therapists.

February 2014

£35.00, AU, 978-0-19-967685-9, Hardback, 315pp

Available as an Ebook

BIC: Psychiatry, Materno-fetal medicine

- Full of illustrations, brain scans, and diagrams which present information in a clear and accessible way

- An indispensable practical and concise handbook that contains a wealth of information and clinical guidance

- Packaged with illustrations, brain scans, and diagrams which present information in a clear and accessible way

- New to this edition

- Fully updated to include brand new chapters on neurological emergencies and neurology in other medical specialties

Fully updated for a new edition, the Oxford Handbook of Neurology is the essential guide for all those working in neurology and neuroscience. This is a practical and concise quick-reference resource, including a wealth of information and invaluable clinical guidance, to ensure all readers stay a head in this fast-moving specialty.

Readership: Junior doctors, SRIs and consultants working in the field of neurology and neurosurgery; general physicians including those caring for the elderly and emergency medicine doctors; specialist nurses; medical students; allied health professionals including physiotherapists and paramedical staff, and all those involved in the management of patients with neurological disorders.

Oxford Medical Handbooks

February 2014

£34.99, AU, 978-0-19-960117-2, Flexicover, 656pp

111 black and white line drawings and 45 black and white halftones

Previous Edition: 9780198509738

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

BIC: Neurology & clinical neurophysiology, Neurosurgery

Human Factors in Healthcare

Level One

Debbie Roseorn-Lang, University of Reading, UK

- Presents a framework for establishing and adapting safety positive behaviours
- Uses both clinical and non-clinical examples to illustrate the relevance of human factors to healthcare
- Written in a clear and engaging way, the book is ideal for clinicians and non-clinicians alike. Through the use of relevant real world healthcare examples and exercises the book encourages interaction and thinking, as well as illustrating how mistakes can be avoided. The book also sets out ways on how to improve the experience of patients and staff across healthcare, in particular focusing on how to improve patient safety. In light of regular news reports about patient care, Human Factors in Healthcare presents a timely and proactive approach to these issues and is essential reading for doctors, nurses, managers, and everyone working in the healthcare profession.

Readership: Healthcare professionals and medical students and trainers.

February 2014

£24.99, AU, 978-0-19-967060-4, Paperback, 224pp

BIC: Medical profession, Health systems & services

Practical Management of Complex Cancer Pain

Edited by Manohar Sharma, The Walton Centre for Neurology and Neurosurgery NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK, Sanjeeva Gupta, Bradford Royal Infirmary, UK, Michael Bennett, International Observatory on End of Life Care, School of Health and Medicine, Lancaster University, UK, and Karen Simpson, Leeds Teaching Hospitals Trust, UK

- A practical guide to managing complex cancer pain that provides guidance for patient selection for different invasive and complex techniques

- Practical Management of Complex Cancer Pain gives advice on advanced pain management techniques for cancer pains. Emphasis is placed on the suitability and selection of patients for different invasive and complex procedures based on the patient’s history.

Readership: Oncologists, chronic pain specialists, anaesthetists, palliative medicine and primary care physicians.

Oxford Specialist Handbooks in Oncology

February 2014

£39.99, AU, 978-0-19-966162-6, Paperback, 304pp

Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

BIC: Oncology, Pain & pain management
Algorithms for Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Edited by Sambit Mukhopadhyay, Edward Morris, Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, Norwich, UK, and Sabaratnam Arulkumaran, St George’s University of London, London, UK
• Algorithms and care pathways on every topic
• Support rapid decision making on the ward and conceptual learning

Essentials of Environmental Public Health Science
A Handbook for Field Professionals
Edited by Naima Bradley, Henrietta Harrison, Greg Hodgson, Robie Kamanyire, Andrew Kibble and Virginia Murray, Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards, Public Health England, UK
• Produced by an expert team at Public Health England, providing an authority and insight on the subject
• Case studies and real life examples are provided to aid learning and understanding

Oxford Case Histories in Oncology
Edited by Thankamma Ajithkumar, Adrian Harnett and Tom Roques, Norfolk and Norwich University Hospital, Norwich, UK
• Real case studies are used to illustrate the importance of an evidence-based approach in clinical decision-making
• Helps to improve the interpretive skills of trainees preparing exit examinations in medical and clinical oncology

Oxford Textbook of Anaesthesia for the Elderly Patient
Edited by Christopher Dodds, James Cook University Hospital, Middlesbrough, UK, Chandra Kumar, Senior Consultant in Anaesthesia, Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore, and Bernadette Veering, Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands
March 2014
£85.00, AU, 978-0-19-968288-1, Hardback, 368pp.
BIC: Anaesthetics, Geriatric medicine

Oxford Handbook of Primary Care and Community Nursing
Second Edition
Edited by Vari Drennan, Royal Free & University College London Medical School, London, UK, and Claire Goodman, University of Hertfordshire, UK
• Fast access to concise, targeted information on all essential aspects of primary care and community nursing
• Patient centred, evidence-based and in line with the latest guidelines
• An indispensable companion for practising nurses who work in non-hospital settings
• Edited and written by primary care nurses who are directly engaged in current practice, research, and policy activities
New to this edition:
• Fully updated with recent clinical content and follows latest evidence-based guidelines
• New revised and expanded section on End of Life care
• Additional topics included such as care of dying children, nursing technology, dependent children at home, and frailty

Fully updated and revised for its second edition, the Oxford Handbook of Primary Care and Community Nursing is the essential guide to caring for patients in primary care and the community. Concise, easy-to-use, and comprehensive, this handbook ensures that you have the skills and knowledge you need.

Written and reviewed by Primary Care nurses and other experts directly engaged in current practice and research. Providing an accessible and instant resource for everyday practice, and a benchmark of good practice, the Oxford Handbook of Primary Care and Community Nursing is a unique and invaluable companion for all health care professionals working in the primary care and community setting.

Readership: This handbook is an essential tool for practising nurses working in the primary care and community setting. These include practice nurses, nurse practitioners, district nurses, community staff nurses, health visitors, school nurses, walk-in centre nurses and sexual health nurses. It will also be valuable to those taking relevant examinations and electives.

Oxford Handbooks in Nursing
March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780198568902
Available as an Ebook | Available Online
BIC: Community nursing, Nursing
# ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL

## The Infectious Microbe

**Bill Firshein**, Wesleyan University

- Uses six different critical diseases to illustrate how viruses and bacteria are spread.
- Discusses the relationship between man and virus, and how to defeat viruses.
- Will help non-scientific readers better understand the issues surrounding the spread of disease.

Discusses the basic characteristics of infection and the spread of viruses and bacteria, using case studies of six critical diseases.

**Readership:** General reader or academics interested in viruses and microbes, and how they are spread amongst people.

**(OUP USA)**
March 2014

BIC: Infectious & contagious diseases, Immunology

## Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS)

**Mark I. Johnson**, Leeds Metropolitan University, UK

- Highlights key evidence underpinning clinical techniques
- Highly illustrated schematic diagrams will assist reader in practicalities of administering TENS
- Discusses the current evidence base for the use of TENS

This book provides guidance on how best to use TENS based on an evaluation of current research evidence. The book covers what TENS is, how it works, and safe and appropriate clinical techniques for many conditions including chronic low back pain, osteoarthritis and cancer pain. It also offers solutions to the problems faced by researchers when trying to design clinical trials on TENS.

**Readership:** Written for healthcare professionals, including pain specialists, nurses, general practitioners, physiotherapists, sports therapists, osteopaths, and chiropractors, research investigators and students.

March 2014
£44.99, AU, 978-0-19-967327-8, Paperback, 288pp

BIC: Pain & pain management, Oncology

## Lamaze

**Paula A. Michaels**, Monash University, Australia

- Accessibly written, revealing story of the creation and varying international adoption of the popular childbirth method known as Lamaze
- Explores the transmission of medical theories and practices across the Iron Curtain, and other political, cultural, and social divides
- Examines the views of public health officials, medical professionals, and parents on childbirth preparation and meets, geniuses, and Lamaze

Reveals the surprising history of the Lamaze method of childbirth, also known as psychoprophylaxis, by tracing this psychological, non-pharmacological approach to obstetric pain relief from its origins in the USSR in the 1940s, to France in the 1950s, and to the United States in the 1960s and 1970s.

**Readership:** Those interested in the history of medicine, Cold War, women’s history, international history

**Oxford Studies in International History (OUP USA)**
March 2014
£19.99, AU, 978-0-19-973864-9, Hardback, 320pp

BIC: History of medicine, Postwar 20th century history, from c 1945 to c 2000

## Oxford Textbook of Stroke and Cerebrovascular Disease

Edited by **Bo Norrving**, Lund University, Sweden

- Comprehensive, practical, and easy-to-use volume that provides detailed description of the pathophysiology, diagnostics, and management of stroke
- Practical, easy to use, yet detailed with respect to pathophysiology, diagnostics and management, this text provides a source of reference for the detection and management of all stroke and less common cerebrovascular diseases for practising and trainee neurologists, geriatricians, and all stroke physicians and clinicians.

Readership: Neurologists, geriatricians, trainees in neurology and geriatrics, stroke physicians, and other stroke clinicians, researchers in stroke.

**Oxford Textbooks in Clinical Neurology**
March 2014
£99.00, AU, 978-0-19-964120-8, Hardback, 320pp

Available Online

BIC: Neurology & clinical neurophysiology, Cardiovascular medicine

## Biologics in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

**Scott Plevy**, Division of Gastroenterology

- Format and style tailored to the needs of primary care physicians and gastroenterologists
- Written by a nationally renowned expert in the field of biologic therapy
- Includes the most up-to-date research done in biologics in inflammatory bowel disease

**Biologics in Inflammatory Bowel Disease** is a practical guide to the safe administration of biologic agents to treat inflammatory gastroenterological illnesses. This ultra-concise and practical volume focuses on tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blocking therapy (TNF blocker), an important new class of biologic therapy indicated for the treatment of several rheumatic and other autoimmune disorders, including Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis. Culled from the pages of **Handbook of Biological Therapy**, this portable guide is a valuable resource for gastroenterologists.

**Readership:** Gastroenterologists

**Oxford American Pocket Notes (OUP USA)**
March 2014
£6.99, AU, 978-0-19-539118-3, Spiralbound paperback, 56pp

BIC: Gastroenterology, Diseases & disorders

## Tumour Immunology and Immunotherapy

Edited by **Robert C. Rees**, Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, UK

- Comprehensive text which discussed the major themes and translational research of cancer immunity and immunotherapy
- Full colour book which includes over 70 illustrations to aid learning and understanding of the topic

**Tumour immunology and Immunotherapy** provides an up-to-date and comprehensive account of cancer immunity and immunotherapy. It discusses our adaptive and innate immunity to cancer, the mechanisms underpinning our immune response, current approaches to cancer immunotherapy, and how tumour and host responses can circumvent effective anti-cancer immunity.

**Readership:** Clinicians working in oncolgy and cancer immunotherapy, and research scientists including PhD and masters students, post-doctoral researchers and postgraduate investigators.

**March 2014**
£125.00, AU, 978-0-19-967886-6, Hardback, 512pp

Available as an EBook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

BIC: Oncology, Immunology
New chapters on AKI, dialysis, and transplantation ensure full coverage of the most recent guidance and clinical practice.

Fully revised and expanded for its second edition, the Oxford Handbook of Nephrology and Hypertension provides clear, concise information and practical guidance on the day-to-day care of patients with renal disease. It is the essential resource for all those working with renal patients, including STs in nephrology, junior doctors, renal nurses and general practitioners. A vital practical guide for those on the wards, and a valuable resource for all those studying for exams, this is the must-have handbook to renal medicine.

Based on the Oxford Textbook of Clinical Nephrology and companion to the Oxford Handbook of Dialysis, this handbook provides vital clinical knowledge on the full breadth of renal care. The chapters on AKI and CKD have been significantly expanded. Renal transplantation has been given a full chapter, which has been thoroughly updated and greatly expanded. Comprehensive, easy-to-use, and concise, with a strong focus on practical advice, and detailed guidance on everything from common conditions to complex clinical care, this handbook ensures that the reader always has the information they need at their fingertips.

Readership: Specialist trainees in nephrology and general practitioners in nephrology, junior doctors, renal nurses and general practitioners involved with renal patients.

Oxford Medical Handbooks
March 2014
Previous Edition: 9780198520696
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Renal medicine & nephrology, Urology & urological medicine

Oxford Handbook of Endocrinology and Diabetes
Third Edition
• A unique pocket reference in endocrinology and diabetes, ideal for specialist trainees and foundation doctors
• Provides a practical, concise guide to investigations and clinical management of both common and rare conditions
• Contains protocols for tests and assessment strategies for useful reference
• Presents information in an easily-accessible format, with useful summary boxes
• New to this edition
• Diabetes chapter has been fully revised and expanded to enhance its practical focus
• New and expanded chapters dedicated to endocrine surgery, and obesity
• Other new topics include intrinsic imperfections of endocrine replacement therapy, transition to adult care, and survivors of childhood cancer
• Chapter layout has been revised and simplified to ensure ease-of-reference

The third edition includes new chapters on intrinsic imperfections of endocrine replacement therapy, chronic fatigue, transition to adult care, insulin resistance, and survivors of childhood cancer. It also includes the latest guidelines and information on new therapies. There are also expanded sections on thyroid, adrenal, reproduction and paediatrics. Numerous diagrams are included to illustrate important conditions, and the revised design and layout aid quick reference with useful summary boxes. Fully reviewed by an expert panel of referees, ensuring that it continues to provide high-quality information of international standing, this is the indispensable companion for all those caring for patients with endocrine or diabetic problems.

Readership: Specialist trainees and foundation doctors in endocrinology, diabetes and internal medicine. Specialist nurses, general practitioners and medical students.

Oxford Medical Handbooks
March 2014
38 black and white line drawings
Previous Edition: 9780198567394
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online
BIC: Endocrinology, Diabetes

Cardiac Imaging
Charles S. White, Joseph Jen-Sho Chen, University of Maryland Medical Center, USA, and Jeffrey M. Levsky. Linda B. Haramati. Albert Einstein College of Medicine, USA,
• Based on the learning goals of the Society of Thoracic Radiology Curriculum in Cardiac Radiology
• Includes over 750 high-quality radiological images
• Includes pathologies relating to: the Great Vessels, myocardium, pericardium, arteries, veins, and Heart Disease
• Includes chapters on Postintervention and Postoperative devices and procedures

Cardiac Imaging provides a guided approach to effectively diagnosing over 100 pathologies commonly encountered by cardiac radiologists and residents.

Readership: Residents and practitioners in Radiology

Rotations in Radiology
(OUP USA)
March 2014
BIC: Radiology: Cardiovascular medicine

Small format, big impact
Now over 300 subjects

Grow your knowledge
Very Short Introductions
LATE ANNOUNCEMENT

Details of Consequence
Ornament, Music, and Art in Paris
Gurminder Kaur Bhogal, Wellesley College
- The first study to explore the aesthetics of ornament in music composition
- Shows how the innovative use of ornament in French music intersected with avant-garde experiments using ornament in the visual arts and ballet

Details of Consequence examines a trait that is rarely questioned in fin-de-siècle French music: ornamental extravagance. In re-evaluating the status of ornament for French culture, this book investigates how musical and visual expressions of decorative detail shaped widespread discussions on identity, style, and aesthetics.

Readership: Musicologists, music theorists, art historians, dance/ballet historians, French cultural studies and history, philosophy, general readers of Western classical music and art history, and students of these subjects at all levels, undergraduate and graduate.

AMS Studies in Music
(OUP USA)
October 2013
16 halftones, 37 music examples, 4 diagrams, 2 tables
BIC: Romantic music (c. 1830 to c. 1900), Dance & other performing arts

Principles of Music
Philip Lambert, Baruch College, US
- It has no-nonsense, get-down-to-basics style, emphasizing the value of learning concepts thoroughly
- It’s organized into brief lessons, rather than chapters, to break down the learning process into logically ordered and logically manageable steps within a progression of ideas
- Its basic strategy is to build an understanding of a concept first, without identifying or labeling it, and then look back and give it a name

Principles of Music is a textbook of music fundamentals designed for a one-semester course at the college level. It assumes no prior knowledge of, or experience with, musical notation and performance. It takes students from basics of musical notation through scales, key signatures, intervals, and triads, providing the necessary background for more advanced study in music theory.

(OUP USA)
October 2013
£42.50, AG, 978-0-19-997556-3, Paperback, 480pp
BIC: Theory of music & musicology

The Oxford Handbook of New Audiovisual Aesthetics
Edited by John Richardson. University of Turku, Finland; Claudia Gorberman, University of Washington, Tacoma, USA; and Carol Vernallis, Stanford University, USA
- Visit the companion website
- Offers new ways to theorize the current audiovisual landscape
- Offers a broad overview of the audiovisual, from films and games to music videos
- Includes chapters from recognized practitioners, who reflect on the creative processes behind their work
- Authors and the practices discussed come from around the world

This handbook provides powerful ways to understand changes in the current media landscape: Media forms and genres are proliferating as never before, from movies, computer games and iPods to video games and wireless phones. This essay collection by recognized scholars, practitioners and non-academic writers opens discussion in exciting new directions.

Readership: Students and scholars in musicology, media studies, film studies, and cultural studies

Oxford Handbooks in Music
(OUP USA)
October 2013
£100.00, A8, 978-0-19-973386-6, Hardback, 720pp
BIC: Theory of music & musicology, Films, cinema

The Oxford Handbook of the New Cultural History of Music
Edited by Jane F. Fulcher, University of Michigan, United States
- Presents the first systematic combination of musicologists and historians
- Demonstrates how music provides a unique mode of access into specific sites of cultural representation, exchange, contestation and the construction of experience
- Outlines new theoretical dimensions or inquiries characteristic of “the New Cultural History of Music”
- Features contributors at the forefront of both musicology and history

This volume demonstrates a new approach to cultural history, as it now being practiced by both historians and musicologists, and the field’s quest to grasp the realms of human experience, understanding, communication and meaning through the study of music and of musical practices. The contributors employ a resonant new methodological synthesis which combines the theoretical perspectives drawn from the “new cultural history” and “new musicology” of the 1980s with recent social, sociological, and anthropological theories, or those which attempt to ground language and symbols within both social reality and a social field of power.

Readership: Musicologists and historians; also scholars in literary fields, language departments, the visual arts, political science, and sociology

Oxford Handbooks in Music
(OUP USA)
December 2013
£35.00, A8, 978-0-19-935409-2, Paperback, 608pp
Previous Hardback ISBN: 978-0-19-935418-7
37 line drawings; 41 halftones
BIC: Theory of music & musicology, Social & cultural history

The Oxford Handbook of the New Cultural History of Music

NEW IN
Aural Skills in Context
A Comprehensive Approach to Sight Singing, Ear Training, Keyboard Harmony, and Improvisation
Matthew R. Shaftel, Evan Jones, Florida State University, USA, and Juan Chattah, Frost School of Music, University of Miami, USA

- The selection of musical extracts in each chapter is complemented by a selection of rhythmic, harmonic and melodic drills and exercises, designed to solidify a student’s understanding of the position of every pitch within the tonal context.
- An expanded list of activities allows students to develop their improvisational skills.
- Listening and dictation-type exercises that include 20th-century works in both popular and classical styles can be found in the Expanding Repertoire sections of each chapter. Although they are supplementary, these exercises allow students to engage in listening beyond the traditional examples.
- Although no particular pedagogical approach is advocated, each chapter ends with a set of possible weekly assignments, designed to further the learning that is started in class.
- The book’s website provides streaming audio at various tempos to be used for Contextual Listening assignments, several of which can be found in each chapter.

Aural Skills in Context by Matthew Shaftel, Evan Jones, and Juan Chattah is the first complete text from classical to folk and jazz) as the composer wrote music tutorials.

Readerships: Higher Education

(oup Usa) November 2013
£60.00, AG, 978-0-19-994382-1, Paperback, 720pp.
BIC: Theory of music & musicology, Techniques of music / music tutorials

Discord
The Story of Noise
Mike Goldsmith, National Physical Laboratory

- A unique look at noise and its positive and negative effects throughout human history
- Explains the mechanisms behind hearing and how ‘noise’ and sound are processed by the brain
- Provides an insight into the causes and solutions to noise problems - a particularly relevant and topical health concern in the modern world
- Offers a new perspective on our own history - looking at noise in terms of the environment, telecommunications and engineering, and evolution
- Explains the technical background to noise, its nature, its causes, and effects
- Uses everyday examples to demonstrate the key points

As humankind creates ever more noise, the battle to manage and control it intensifies. Mike Goldsmith considers the long history of that battle, explains the science and physiology, explores how new scientific approaches may affect the future of sound, and looks at how discord and dissonance are put to use in music, medicine, and even the military.

Readership: This is an interesting and varied book on a familiar but controversial topic that is of interest to both general readers and those working and studying acoustics and environmental science.

January 2014
Previous Hardback ISBN: 978-0-19-960068-7
53 black and white illustrations
Available as an Ebook
BIC: Popular science, Acoustic & sound engineering

Sound and Safe
A History of Listening Behind the Wheel
Karin Bijsterveld, Eefje Cleophas, Maastricht University, The Netherlands, Stefan Krebs and Gijs Mom, Eindhoven University of Technology, The Netherlands

- Unravels an aspect of life-listening while driving that is an everyday reality for millions of people
- Explains how and why the car has become such an important place for finding auditory privacy

This book traces the full history of noise in and around cars, shows how we created auditory privacy in our cars, even though they were highly noisy things at the beginning of the twentieth century. It is about the sounds of car engines, tires, wipers, blinkers, warning signals, in-car audio systems and, ultimately, about how we became used to listen while driving.

Readership: Readers, graduate and post-graduate students in History of Technology, STS, Sound Studies, Sensory Studies, Media Studies, Transport History, Cultural History. A general audience with an interest in the history of the automobile, enthuissiastic drivers, car tinkerers, engineers.

(oup Usa) January 2014
55 photographs
BIC: Theory of music & musicology, Acoustic & sound engineering

More Than Bollywood
Studies in Indian Popular Music
Edited by Gregory D. Booth, The University of Auckland, New Zealand, and Edited by Bradley Shope, Texas A&M University Corpus Christ, USA

- Addresses styles of popular Indian music outside of the Bollywood industry
- Illuminates complex relationships between Bollywood music and popular music

This is the first book to tackle the diverse styles and multiple histories of popular music in India. Fourteen of the world’s leading scholars on Indian popular music have contributed chapters on a range of topics from the classic songs of Bollywood to Indian rock music, summarized by a reflective afterword by popular music scholar Timothy Taylor.

Readership: Scholars of popular music, music in India, South Asian studies, world music, music and media, Bollywood, ethnomusicology, and anthropology.

(oup Usa) January 2014
£65.00, AQ, 978-0-19-992883-5, Hardback
55 photographs
BIC: World music, Non-Western music: traditional & ‘classical’
Experience and Meaning in Music Performance
Edited by Martin Clayton, Durham University, UK
Edited by Byron Dueck, Laura Leante, The Open University, UK
• Combines ethnographic methods with empirical approaches derived from music cognition and music psychology.
• Presents empirical study of music traditions outside the West, including Afro-Brazilian congo and North Indian classical music.

Experience and Meaning in Music Performance explores how the immediate experience of musical sound relates to processes of meaning construction and discursive mediation. A unique multi-authored work that both draws on and contributes to current debates in ethnomusicology, musicology, psychology, and cognitive science, it presents a novel and productive view of how cultural practice relates to the experience and meaning of musical performance.

Readership: Scholars and students of ethnomusicology, music psychology, and music cognition.

Desperate Measures
The Life and Music of Antonia Padoani Bembo
Claire Fontijn, Wellesley College, United States
• Narrates the first-ever biography of the notable female composer
• Argues that Bembo represents the legacy of composer Francesco Cavalli

The first-ever biography of composer Antonia Padoani Bembo, a seventeenth-century singer and composer. Author Claire Fontijn unveils the enthralling and surprising story of this remarkable woman, who moved in the musical, literary, and artistic circles of Venice and Paris.

Readership: Scholars of musicology, music history, music theory, women’s studies or history, and seventeenth-century European history.

How to Free Your Students’ Aural, Improvisation, and Performance Skills
Lucy Green, University of London, England
• Companion website
• Thoroughly practical, applied, flexible, adaptable, and simple for teachers to use

Hear, Listen, Play! is for all music teachers who are unfamiliar with, yet curious about the worlds of ear-playing, informal learning, improvisation, and vernacular music. Based on years of systematic research, it provides a simple, flexible way for teachers to explore those worlds with students across instrumental, band and classroom contexts.

Readership: Primary audiences: Secondary school classroom music teachers; Primary school specialist music teachers; school band and choir leaders; classically-trained instrumental teachers. Secondary audiences: Music education researchers; music education lecturers; music teacher-educators; trainee music teachers.

Raising Musical Kids
A Guide for Parents
Second Edition
Robert A. Cutietta, Thornton School of Music, USC
• Communicates additional information by providing the author’s issue-specific podcasts
• Provides stories and advice based on the author’s experience as a parent, music teacher, and educator

Raising Musical Kids answers crucial questions for parents: when to let a child start music lessons, what to expect from teachers and lessons, how to encourage practicing, and others. Teacher and parent Robert Cutietta provides here a second edition of his invaluable book, revised and updated for the new millennium.

Readership: Parents, elementary and preschool teachers, and private music teachers. The first edition sold well to parents homeschooling their children.

The Politics of Appropriation
German Romantic Music and the Ancient Greek Legacy
Jason Geary, University of Michigan
• Explores a little known and largely forgotten chapter in nineteenth-century music history
• Offers a reassessment of some of Richard Wagner’s best known music and writings.
• Highlights the influence of German Hellenism on music, where most previous scholarship has emphasized its influence on literature, art, philosophy, and architecture

The Politics of Appropriation explores the intersection of music and Hellenism in nineteenth-century Germany. It shows how productions such as that of the Prussian court of Sophocles’ Antigone with music by Felix Mendelssohn reflect an effort by the rulers who commissioned them to appropriate the legacy of Greece for the creation of a German cultural and national identity.

Readership: Scholars and students in the field of musicology with an interest in nineteenth-century German music.

Thelonious Monk Quartet with John Coltrane at Carnegie Hall
Gabriel Solis, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
• Offers a lens through which to view jazz both as a historical tradition and as a contemporary cultural form
• Provides insight into Thelonious Monk’s impact on the development of John Coltrane’s signature “sheets of sound” style

Thelonious Monk Quartet with John Coltrane at Carnegie Hall is an historical, cultural, and analytical study of the album by the same name. Recorded in 1957, but lost until 2005, it is a particularly interesting lens through which to view jazz both as a historical tradition and as a contemporary cultural form.

Readership: Scholars and students of jazz, American studies, and African American studies, as well as jazz musicians, fans, and aficionados.

Oxford Studies in Recorded Jazz
Previous Hardback ISBN: 978-0-19-513538-1

How to Free Your Students’ Aural, Improvisation, and Performance Skills
Lucy Green, University of London, England

Readership:
Primary school specialist music teachers; school band and choir leaders; classically-trained instrumental teachers. Secondary audiences: Music education researchers; music education lecturers; music teacher-educators; trainee music teachers.
Roadshow! The Fall of Film Musicals in the 1960s
Matthew Kennedy, City College of San Francisco, USA

- A brilliant and colorful history of the downfall of the American musical
- Offers an inside account of the making of lavish musicals in the late 1960s and early 1970s, from stars to cost overruns

In Roadshow! The Fall of Film Musicals in the 1960s, film historian Matthew Kennedy explores the downfall of a beloved genre caught in the hands of misguided creators who glutted the American film market with a spate of expensive and financially unwieldy musicals between 1967 and 1972. In doing so, he offers an alternative view of this era in the world of American popular entertainment, telling of the cultural importance of the studios’ death grip on the film business rather than dwelling on the failures of the flops themselves.

Readership: This lively and humor-filled book will appeal to all readers interested in film history, the history of the American musical, and American culture in the 1960s.

BIC: Music, Films, cinema

Music Across the Senses
Listening, Learning, and Making Meaning
Jody L. Kerchner, Oberlin Conservatory, USA

- Gives teachers practical tools to work with students to develop listening acuity and to express meaning
- Explores elementary-school and secondary-school children’s (PK-12) multisensory responses

Music Across the Senses shows how music educators can facilitate PK-12 students’ listening skills using multisensory means-mapping, movement, and verbal descriptions in general music and performance ensemble classes. It includes sample lesson ideas, movement sequences, and listening maps that are adaptable to teachers’ individual teaching environments, including multi-age general music and ensemble settings.

Readership: Novice music educators and collegiate music education students

BIC: Techniques of music / music tutorials, Theory of music & musicology

Danzón
Circum-Caribbean Dialogues in Music and Dance
Alejandro L. Madrid, Cornell University, and Robin D. Moore, University of Texas at Austin

- Underscores the role of Latin American music and musicians in the development of early jazz in New Orleans
- Adds to the growing literature on transnationalism through a focus on a relatively early period, the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries

Initially branching out of the European contradance tradition, the danzón first emerged as a distinct form of music and dance among black performers in nineteenth-century Cuba. By the early twentieth-century, it had exploded in popularity throughout the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean basin. Danzón: Circum-Caribbean Dialogues in Music and Dance studies the emergence, hemisphere-wide influence, and historical and contemporary significance of this phenomenon of music and dance.

Readership: Musicologists and ethnomusicologists; popular music; jazz, and dance scholars; cultural, performance, ethnic, and diaspora theorists. Transnational theorists; Latin American, Mexican, Cuban and Caribbean scholars; American music scholars.

Currents in Latin American and Iberian Music

BIC: World music, Dance

Dreams of Love
Playing the Romantic Pianist
Ivan Raykoff, The New School, United States

- Analyzes a wide range of primary source material: music, literature, films and television programs, and visual culture
- Offers a new look at the performer’s physicality

Dreams of Love pursues a wide-ranging interdisciplinary approach to understanding the concert pianist as a “Romantic” and seductive-even erotic-figure in the popular imagination, focusing on the role of technology in perpetuating this mythology over the past two centuries through the touch, sights, and sounds of the pianist’s playing.

Readership: Students and scholars in historical musicology and cinema and media studies, professional musicians and conservatory students

BIC: Music, Piano, Classical music

On Repeat
How Music Plays the Mind
Elizabeth Hellmuth Margulis, University of Arkansas

- Takes an interdisciplinary approach connecting music, cognition, psychology, and neurology
- Offers new implications for the relationship between music and language, the nature of musical pleasure, and the cognitive science of musical repetition

On Repeat offers an in-depth inquiry into music’s repetitive nature. Drawing on a diverse array of fields, it sheds light on a range of issues from repetition’s use as a compositional tool to its role in characterizing our behavior as listeners, and considers related implications for repetition in language, learning, and communication.

Readership: Students and scholars of musicology, music theory, music psychology, music cognition, and ethnomusicology, as well as those in the fields of psychology, computer science, and biology interested in human response to repetition, performing musicians, and general readers interested in the science of music.

BIC: Theory of music & musicology, Cognition & cognitive psychology

The Oxford Handbook of Sound and Image in Digital Media
Edited by Carol Vernallis, Arizona State University, Amy Herzog, Queens College, and John Richardson, University of Turku, Finland, Finland

- Surveys the contemporary landscape of audiovisual media
- Features contributors from several disciplines across media, music, and sound studies

This collection surveys the contemporary landscape of audiovisual media. Contributors from image and sound studies explore the history and the future of moving-image media across a range of formats including blockbuster films, video games, music videos, social media, experimental film, documentaries, video art, pornography, theater, and electronic music.

Readership: Students and scholars in musicology, media studies, film studies, and cultural studies

BIC: Music, Media studies
Music, Piety, and Propaganda
The Soundscape of Counter-Reformation Bavaria
Alexander J. Fisher, University of British Columbia, Canada
• Visit the companion website
• Considers sound in its anthropological and historical aspects
Music, Piety, and Propaganda: The Soundscape of Counter-Reformation Bavaria explores the nature of sound as a powerful yet ambivalent force in the religious struggles that permeated Germany during the Counter-Reformation. Author Alexander J. Fisher goes beyond a musicalological treatment of composers, styles, and genres to examine how music and sound shaped the aural landscape of Bavaria as the duchy emerged as a militant Catholic bulwark.
Readership: Academics interested in musicology, ethnomusicology, and history, particularly German and religious history.

The New Cultural History of Music Series (OUP USA)
February 2014
£45.00, A1, 978-0-19-974644-8, Hardback, 384pp
25 b/w line, 8 bw halftones
BIC: Baroque music: c 1600 to c 1750, Early modern history c 1450/1500 to c 1700

Readers and American Musicians
Oxford Handbooks in Music
February 2014
£23.00, A1, 978-0-19-974319-3, Hardback, 332pp
8 bw halftones
BIC: Country & Western music; Individual composers & musicians, specific bands & groups

Gestures of Music Theater
The Performativity of Song and Dance
Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England, and Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England
• Demonstrates how songs and dances are performative and contribute to performances beyond narrative
• Challenges the view that musical theater’s songs and dances are integrated into a narrative

Gestures of Music Theater explores examples of Song and Dance as performative gestures that entertain and affect audiences. The chapters intersect to reveal the complex energies of performativity. In experiencing these energies, music theatre is revealed as a dynamic accretion of active, complex and dialogical experiences.
Readership: This book will appeal foremost to students and scholars in music theatre studies. It will have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Oxford Handbooks in Music
February 2014
£70.00, AQ, 978-0-19-999716-9, Paperback, 336pp
£27.50, AE, 978-0-19-999715-2, Hardback, 336pp
33 images
BIC: Musicals, Dance & other performing arts

Musicologists and ethnomusicologists. Performers with an interest in the impacts on musical aesthetics of nationalism, technology, and the history of ethnography as well as in the history and analysis of violin performance. General readers with an interest in the history of twentieth-century European art music, the culture of the Jewish Diaspora, and early-twentieth-century violinists and sound recording.

Readership: Musicians and ethnomusicologists. Performers with an interest in the impacts on musical aesthetics of nationalism, technology, and the history of ethnography as well as in the history and analysis of violin performance. General readers with an interest in the history of twentieth-century European art music, the culture of the Jewish Diaspora, and early-twentieth-century violinists and sound recording.

AMS Studies in Music
(OUP USA)
January 2014
15 halftones, 53 music examples
BIC: 20th century & contemporary classical music; Social & cultural history

Oxford Music/Media Series
(OUP USA)
February 2014
£105.00, AB, 978-0-19-982616-2, Hardback, 800pp
23  bw line, 8 bw halftones
£45.00, AJ, 978-0-19-976464-8, Hardback, 384pp

Readership: Musicologists; scholars of film music, film, media studies, or sound studies

The Performativity of Song and Dance
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Academics interested in musicology, ethnomusicology, and history, particularly German and religious history.

Readers and American Musicians
Edited by Mark Grimshaw, Aalborg University, Denmark
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readership: Musicians and ethnomusicologists. Performers with an interest in the impacts on musical aesthetics of nationalism, technology, and the history of ethnography as well as in the history and analysis of violin performance. General readers with an interest in the history of twentieth-century European art music, the culture of the Jewish Diaspora, and early-twentieth-century violinists and sound recording.

Readership: Musicians and ethnomusicologists. Performers with an interest in the impacts on musical aesthetics of nationalism, technology, and the history of ethnography as well as in the history and analysis of violin performance. General readers with an interest in the history of twentieth-century European art music, the culture of the Jewish Diaspora, and early-twentieth-century violinists and sound recording.

Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Academics interested in musicology, ethnomusicology, and history, particularly German and religious history.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.

Readers and American Musicians
The Oxford Handbook of Virtuality
Edited by Millie Taylor, University of Winchester, England, and Dominic Symonds, University of Portsmouth, England
Readership: Students, academics, and professionals have secondary appeal with students and scholars in performance studies and theatre studies and drama.
The Synthesizer

Mark Vail
• Includes a companion website
• Explains the important developments throughout the history of the synthesizer

Electronic music instruments known as synthesizers have been around since the 1950s, but the past few decades have seen their capabilities expand exponentially and their forms shape-shift from room-filling grandeur to sophisticated applications that run on pocket-sized phones and MP3 players. The Synthesizer reveals the history, basics, forms, and uses of this astonishing instrument.

Readership: Existing synthesists and newcomers to the industry; teachers, professors, and students in universities, colleges, high schools, and middle schools who are interested in electronic music; and manufacturers, dealers, consultants, journalists, authors, owners, performers, composers, improvisers, engineers, producers, and recordists in the electronic-music and electro-acoustic industries.

£70.00, AQ, 978-0-19-994242-8, Hardback

Planning Your Piano Success
A Blueprint for Aspiring Musicians

Stewart Gordon, USC Thornton School of Music
• Covers multiple subjects, from musicality to college admission
• Practical, grounded advice from an experienced teacher

Young pianists who decide to become professional musicians have many questions to answer and challenges to face. Carefully balancing aspiration with reality and inspiration with organization, experienced teacher Stewart Gordon creates a blueprint for transforming dreams into achievement. He guides young pianists through the details of how to prepare musically, navigate their college years, and forge a career that will provide a livelihood.

Readership: Aspiring and performing pianists, independent piano teachers, and piano pedagogy students

£35.00, AB, 978-0-19-993737-2, Paperback
£70.00, AQ, 978-0-19-993736-5, Hardback

£25.00, AE, 978-0-19-539489-4, Paperback

The Oxford Handbook of Mobile Music Studies, Volume 1
Sumanth Gopinath, University of Minnesota, and Jason Stanyek, University of Oxford
• Consolidates an existing literature
• Inaugurates a new scholarly subdiscipline
• Offers previously-unpublished research on a vibrant and growing topic

This handbook examines how electrical technologies and their corresponding economies of scale have rendered music and sound increasingly mobile-portable, fungible, and ubiquitous. Highly interdisciplinary, the two volumes of the Oxford Handbook of Mobile Music Studies consider, respectively, the devices, markets, and theories of mobile music, and its aesthetics and forms of performance.

Readership: Academics specializing or interested in music scholarship (musicology, ethnomusicology, music theory, popular music studies) and sound studies, with added interest from scholars in mobility studies, sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, disability studies, communications studies, and new media studies.

£70.00, AQ, 978-0-19-994242-8, Hardback

Nothing Like a Dame
Conversations with the Great Women of Musical Theater
Edited by Eddie Shapiro, USA
• Twenty stunning, in-depth interviews with the leading women of Broadway
• Ranges from Elaine Stritch to Kristin Chenoweth, from Patti LuPone to Idina Menzel

Nothing Like a Dame captures the stories and insights of the greatest living female actors of the American musical theatre in new, exclusive interviews, accompanied by a terrific selection of photographs of the women in iconic roles.

Readership: Nothing Like a Dame will appeal to both musical theater buffs and fans as well as to students and instructors in musical theater studies. It is also ideal reading for professional and aspiring actors and musicians.

£70.00, AQ, 978-0-19-993737-2, Paperback

BIC: Music recording & reproduction, Popular music, easy listening